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Abstract 
 

Hip fractures are serious injuries that are associated with high rates of morbidity and 

mortality in older adults. While much of the increased risk of hip fracture with age can be 

explained by age-related decreases in bone mineral density, muscles and motor control are 

altered by aging as well. Muscles forces in vivo are thought to have a prophylactic effect that can 

reduce shear and bending in the femur. This is beneficial because bone is stronger in 

compression than in shear or tension, and shear plays an important role in fatiguing bone. 

Understanding how aging and muscular loads affect strains in the proximal femur could lead to 

improvements in clinical screening and preventative measures for hip fracture.  

Three studies were performed to investigate age-related changes in neuromuscular 

function during gait and how these changes affect strains in the proximal femur. Study 1 

examined age differences in peak lower extremity joint torques during walking with controlled 

speed and step length. Studies 2 and 3 applied muscle forces estimated during gait to finite 

element models of the femur. Study 2 examined age differences in femoral strains, and Study 3 

examined the sensitivity of strains to individual muscle forces.  

The results support the idea that older adults walk with reduced contributions from the 

ankle plantar flexors and increased contributions from the hip extensors. Interactions between 

age and speed indicate that older adults utilized a different neuromuscular strategy than young 
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adults to vary the speed of their gait. No age differences were found for the largest magnitude 

strains in the proximal femur. However, young adults were able to apply larger loads to the 

femur without corresponding increases in femoral strains. Strains in the femoral neck were found 

to be sensitive to muscle forces, particularly hip abductor forces. Strains in the sub-trochanteric 

region tended to be larger than those in the femoral neck, and less sensitive to muscle forces. 

These results increase our understanding of neuromuscular changes that occur with age, and the 

effects of these changes on the femur.  
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Chapter 1 – Introduction  
 

Motivation 
 

Hip fractures are serious injuries that are associated with high rates of morbidity and 

mortality in older adults (Magaziner et al. 2000; OTA 1994; Zuckerman 1996), and the incidence 

of these injuries increases dramatically with age (Sugarman et al. 2002). Part of this increase is 

due to a decrease in bone mineral density (BMD) with age (Marks et al. 2003). However, 

muscles and motor control are altered by aging as well (DeVita and Hortobagyi 2000; Doherty 

2003; Hurley 1995), and thus age-related changes in muscular loading of the bone may be an 

important factor in hip fracture etiology.  

Muscles contribute directly to in vivo loading of the femur, and are thought to have a 

prophylactic effect that can reduce shear and/or tensile stresses and strains in the bone (Duda et 

al. 1998; Polgar et al. 2003; Taylor et al. 1996). This is beneficial because bone is stronger in 

compression than in shear or tension, and shear plays an important role in fatiguing bone (Turner 

et al. 2001). Thus, age-related alterations in muscle forces may increase shear or tensile loads in 

the proximal femoral, and as a result accelerate bone fatigue secondary to osteoporosis. As 

material fatigue progressively weakens the femoral neck, the risk of hip fracture will increase, 

whether spontaneous or as the result of a fall.  

  The contribution of in vivo muscle loading to hip fracture etiology is not well defined, but 

may be important. Understanding how aging and muscular loads affect strains in the proximal 

femur could lead to improvements in clinical screening and preventative measures for hip 

fracture. The goals of this research were to investigate age-related changes in neuromuscular 
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function during gait and how these changes affect strains in the proximal femur. Three studies 

were performed to address these goals. 

Project Overview 
 

Study 1 examined age differences in peak joint torques at the hip, knee and ankle during 

gait. The purpose of this study was to increase our understanding of age differences in gait 

kinetics and account for the fact that older adults tend to select gait patterns with slower speed 

and shorter step length than young adults. Experimental measurements of gait were collected in 

young and older adults walking in both self-selected and controlled conditions. Speed and step 

length were specified in the controlled conditions, thereby separating the effects of these spatio-

temporal characteristics on joint torques during gait from the effects of age.  

Study 2 examined how age-related differences in loading during gait affect strains the 

proximal femur. Static optimization was used to estimate individual muscle forces during gait for 

both young and older individuals. The resulting muscle forces were applied to finite element 

models of the femur throughout the gait cycle. Maximum principal and maximum shear strains 

in the femoral neck and sub-trochanteric region were examined for age differences. 

Study 3 was a perturbation study examining the importance of various muscles to strains 

in the proximal femur. Using a finite element model from Study 2, muscle forces were varied 

systematically, and the resulting change in strains determined. This allowed the sensitivity of 

strains to the applied muscle forces to be determined.  

Document Organization 
 
 This dissertation is composed of seven chapters, and presents three studies in manuscript 

form. Chapter 2 presents background information on hip fractures and femoral loading. Study 1 
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is presented in Chapter 3, entitled “Age differences in lower extremity joint torques during 

walking with controlled speed and step length.” Chapter 4 presents background information on 

finite element modeling of the femur. Study 2 is presented in Chapter 5, entitled “The effect of 

age differences in femoral loading during controlled walking on strains in the proximal femur.” 

Study 3 is presented in Chapter 6, entitled “Sensitivity of strains in the proximal femur to 

variations in muscle forces.” Conclusions are presented in Chapter 7, along with plans and 

possibilities for future work. 
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Chapter 2 – Hip Fractures and Femoral Loading 

 

Prevalence and impact of hip fractures  
 

Hip fractures are a widespread and increasing health problem for older populations in the 

United States and around the world. In the United States, the annual number of hip fractures was 

about 281,000 in 1990 (OTA 1994), which will increase to an estimated 512,000 in 2040 

(Cummings et al. 1990). Worldwide, the projected increase will be from 1.66 million in 1990 to 

around 6.26 million in 2050 (Cooper et al. 1992). Incidence in most western countries is about 

twice as high for women as for men, although the female to male ratio varies between countries 

and regions (Cooper et al. 1992; Gullberg et al. 1997; Schwartz et al. 1999; Sugarman et al. 

2002).  The incidence of hip fractures increases dramatically with age (Melton 1996; Schwartz et 

al. 1999; Sugarman et al. 2002), more than doubling for each decade after age 65 (Figure 2.1). 

Age-adjusted incidence rates increased through much of the 20th century, and while there are 

indications that they have plateaued or are declining in certain developed countries, they 

continue to increase in other parts of the world (Cooper et al. 1992; Gullberg et al. 1997; Melton 

et al. 1996). Nonetheless, the tremendous growth of the elderly population will continue to 

increase the total number of hip fractures that occur.  

Hip fractures are associated with heightened mortality rates over the 6 to 12 months 

following the injury (Zuckerman 1996). Estimates of the one-year mortality rate for hip fracture 

patients range from 14-36% (Zuckerman 1996), up to 5 times higher than age and gender-

matched controls (OTA 1994). The risk of dying in the year after a hip fracture increases with 

age and male gender (Cree et al. 2000; Marks et al. 2003; OTA 1994), reaching 48% for men 

over 85 (OTA 1994). Mortality following a hip fracture is also increased by co-existing illnesses 
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(Marks et al. 2003; OTA 1994) and living in a nursing home at the time of the fracture (Cree et 

al. 2000; OTA 1994). 
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Figure 2.1: Example showing increase in hip fracture incidence with age, based on data 
for Medicare beneficiaries aged 65 and older in Washington State (data from Sugarman 
et al. 2002). 
 

In addition to increased mortality, hip fractures can negatively impact health and quality 

of life for survivors. The majority of survivors do not regain their pre-fracture level of 

functionality in activities of daily living (Magaziner et al. 2000; OTA 1994; Wehren and 

Magaziner 2003). Specifically, at 1 year post-fracture, 50% or more of previously independent 

patients had not recovered their independence in lower extremity physical activities such as 

walking, climbing stairs and rising from a chair (Magaziner et al. 2000). Nearly half of patients 

spend some time in a nursing home or other institution following hospital discharge, and more 

than one third were rehospitalized in the year following their fracture (Magaziner et al. 1990).  

Hip fractures incur a substantial and rising economic toll. The total US expenditure for 

hip fractures in 1990 was $5.4 billion (OTA 1994), or about $19,335 per patient, although this is 

conservative compared to other estimates (Cummings et al. 1990; Youm et al. 1999). Accounting 

for growing numbers of hip fractures and 5% inflation, the annual cost of hip fractures was 
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projected to be reach $62 billion by 2020 (Cummings et al. 1990; Youm et al. 1999). This 

estimate is based on costs only in the first year following a hip fracture. Braithwaite et al. (2003) 

estimated that 56% of the cost of a hip fracture is incurred after the first year, with lifetime costs 

estimated as $81,300 in 2001 dollars. Accounting for the lifetime cost of hip fracture, as well as 

the rising costs of healthcare (Youm et al. 1999), the annual cost of hip fractures in 2020 may 

well exceed $62 billion.  

Risk factors and etiology of hip fractures 
 
 Hip fracture is a general term for a fracture of the proximal femur. These fractures are 

classified based on the anatomical location in which they occur (Figure 2.2). Fractures may occur 

in the femoral neck region, the intertrochanteric region or the subtrochanteric region (Marks et 

al. 2003; Thorngren et al. 2002; Zuckerman 1996). They are further classified in various ways, 

depending on the degree of displacement for femoral neck fractures or the amount of 

fragmentation for intertrochanteric fractures (Thorngren et al. 2002). Femoral neck fractures are 

also called cervical fractures (e.g. Thorngren et al. 2002), or intracapsular fractures (e.g. 

Michelson et al. 1995), as they occur within the joint capsule of the hip. Displaced femoral neck 

fractures can disrupt the vascular supply to the femoral head, leading to osteonecrosis of the 

femoral head and nonunion of the fracture (Marks et al. 2003; Zuckerman 1996). Femoral neck 

and intertrochanteric fractures occur in approximately equal proportions, each accounting for 

between 37 and 50% of all hip fractures, with the remaining 5-14% being subtrochanteric 

(Michelson et al. 1995; Thorngren et al. 2002; Zuckerman 1996).  
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Figure 2.2: Anatomical regions for classification of hip fractures. (Reprinted from 
Ageing Research Reviews, 2, Marks, R., Allegrante, J. P., Ronald MacKenzie, C., and 
Lane, J. M., Hip fractures among the elderly: causes, consequences and control, Page 59, 
Copyright 2003, with permission from Elsevier). 
 

The risk of hip fracture is related to many factors (Table 2.1) which fall into three major 

classifications: clinical factors, factors affecting the risk of falling, and factors that affect bone 

strength (Wehren and Magaziner 2003). The various risk factors may overlap and interact. For 

example, increased age will tend to increase the risk of falling and reduce bone strength. It has 

been hypothesized that a high percentage of hip fractures are due to a combination of 

neuromuscular mechanisms and their interactions with bone mass and fall mechanisms (Marks et 

al. 2003). For the purpose of this work, we are interested in a neuromuscular mechanism, 

specifically muscle loading of the femur, and its variation with age and effect on strains in the 

bone. 
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Table 2.1: Factors affecting the risk of hip fracture (from Wehren & Magaziner, 2003). 
Bone Strength 
   Bone mineral density 
   Bone architecture and geometry 
   Bone turnover 
   Microdamage accumulation in bone 
   Degree of mineralization of bone 
Genetics 
Gender 
Race 
Falls 
Age 
Estrogen exposures 
Prior fragility fractures 
Nutrition 

Cigarette smoking 
Height 
Weight and weight loss 
Functional impairments 
Vision impairments 
Cognitive impairments 
Socioeconomic status 
Season 
Physical activity level 
Certain medications 
   Long-acting benzodiazepines 
   Other psychotropic drugs 
   Anticonvulsants 
   Corticosteriods 

 

A hip fracture occurs when the load applied to the femur exceeds the strength of the 

bone, and reduced bone strength is perhaps the single most important risk factor for hip fractures. 

Because bone strength cannot be directly tested in vivo, bone mineral density (BMD), which 

accounts for about 70 % of bone strength (NIH 2001), is often used as a surrogate measure of 

strength. Dual energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA) allows easy and non-invasive measurement 

of BMD (Cummings et al. 1993; NIH 2001; Wehren and Magaziner 2003). DXA is used in the 

diagnosis of osteoporosis, which is defined as a BMD more than 2.5 standard deviations below 

the mean for young adult white women (WHO 1994). Beginning at mid-life, BMD declines with 

increasing age for both men and women (NIH 2001). Thus, the elderly are prone to develop 

osteoporosis, and by definition osteoporosis implies a reduction in bone strength. 

Because of its correlation with bone strength, BMD is useful as a predictor of hip fracture 

risk (NIH 2001). Low BMD measurements at the wrist, calcaneus, lumbar spine and proximal 

femur are all significant predictors of hip fracture risk, although not surprisingly the proximal 

femur is a better predictor than other sites (Cummings et al. 1993). However, decreases in BMD 
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do not fully account for the increase in hip fracture risk with age (Marks et al. 2003). Because the 

BMD of fracture patients overlaps that of age-matched individuals without hip fracture (Marks et 

al., 2003, WHO, 1994), additional factors should be considered in evaluating the risk of hip 

fracture. 

Falls are of considerable importance as a cause of hip fractures, so it is important to 

understand the relation between falls and hip fractures. Because more than 90% of hip fractures 

in the elderly are associated with a fall (Marks et al. 2003), risk of falling can strongly affect the 

risk of hip fracture. Dargent-Molina et al. (1996) found that fall-related risk factors, specifically 

reduced gait speed, difficulty performing a tandem walk and visual impairment, were significant 

predictors of hip fracture independent of age and BMD. The energy available in a fall far 

exceeds that required to fracture the proximal femur (Hayes 1994). However, only about 1% of 

falls in the elderly are associated with a hip fracture (Cummings et al. 1994; Hayes et al. 1996). 

This indicates that the mechanics of the fall itself can influence the likelihood of a fracture.  

Once a fall is initiated, the likelihood of a hip fracture depends on the impact load applied 

to the femur and strength of the bone. Several characteristics of fall descent and impact can 

affect the risk of fracture, which Cummings and Nevitt (1994) broadly categorize as impact 

location, energy of the fall and energy absorption. Impact location is very important, as hip 

fracture risk is increased 3 - 6 times by falling to the side or straight down, and 20 - 30 times by 

impact at or near the hip (Cummings and Nevitt 1994; Hayes et al. 1996). The energy in a fall 

depends primarily on fall height and body weight (Cummings and Nevitt 1994). Increased body 

height increases impact velocity, while greater body weight increases impact load (Hayes et al. 

1996). However, greater body weight may also have a protective effect, as it tends to increase 

bone density and soft tissue coverage of bone at the hip (Cummings and Nevitt 1994; Hayes et 
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al. 1996). Energy absorption refers to mechanisms that help absorb the energy of the fall, 

reducing the energy transferred to the femur. Soft tissue coverage of the hip may contribute to 

energy absorption, and as can the surface impacted. Individuals falling on a hard surface are 

about 3 times more likely to suffer a hip fracture (Cummings and Nevitt 1994). Protective 

responses, such as using the arms to break the fall, reduce the risk of hip fracture, but there is 

little data about their importance (Cummings and Nevitt 1994). Muscle contraction during 

descent may help in absorbing energy and allow the faller to adjust the body to a better impact 

configuration, but muscle contraction during impact increases the impact load by 25-100% 

(Hayes et al. 1996). This supports the idea that falling in a relaxed condition reduces the risk of 

injury.  

In medical terminology “stress fractures”, or “insufficiency fractures” in the case of bone 

deficiency (Pentecost et al. 1964), refer to fractures in bone due to material fatigue. Fatigue 

refers to damage and failure in a material that is subjected to cyclic loads well below its ultimate 

strength. Since the load need not exceed the strength of the material, stress fractures may develop 

in the absence a traumatic event like a fall.  In bone under cyclic loading, microcracks form and 

propagate, eventually becoming macrocracks unless bone remodeling occurs soon enough to 

counter the progression of damage (Bennell et al. 1999). Stress fractures have been reported in 

the femoral neck in both military recruits (Egol et al. 1998; Fullerton and Snowdy 1988) and in 

the elderly (Dorne and Lander 1985; Egol et al. 1998; Tountas 1993). Non-displaced stress 

fractures of the femoral neck are easily missed in clinical diagnosis, but usually present with pain 

in the hip region (Dorne and Lander 1985; Tountas 1993). If not identified and treated, a stress 

fracture can propagate and lead to a complete fracture (Tountas 1993). 
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A significant minority of hip fractures in the elderly are “spontaneous”, meaning they are 

not caused by an external trauma such as fall impact. In two studies that interviewed hip fracture 

patients about pre-fracture symptoms and circumstances surrounding the fracture, spontaneous 

fractures probably occurred in 22-24% of cases (Maugars et al. 1996; Sloan and Holloway 1981). 

Furthermore, 16-45% of patients reported hip pain in the weeks and months prior to the injury, 

which indicates that a spontaneous fracture often represents the full displacement of an existing 

stress fracture. In some cases, extreme or uncontrolled muscle contractions may ultimately 

overload the bone weakened by fatigue, causing a spontaneous fracture (Smith 1953; Yang et al. 

1996). Some spontaneous fractures have no associated trauma (Horiuchi et al. 1988; Maugars et 

al. 1996; Tountas 1993), but others may cause a fall when the hip “gives out” (Maugars et al. 

1996; Sloan and Holloway 1981; Smith 1953; Tountas 1993). A completely displaced stress 

fracture cannot be clinically distinguished from a traumatic fracture (Tountas 1993), so it 

remains difficult to separate spontaneous fractures that cause falls from fractures caused by fall 

trauma.  

In vivo loading of the femur 
 

Because in vivo muscular loading stimulates the remodeling and adaptation of the skeletal 

system, loading of the femur may play a role in maintaining femoral strength to prevent hip 

fractures in the elderly. For example, artificial axial compressive loading in vivo was found to 

greatly increase the resistance of rat ulnas to fatigue, which has implications for the prevention of 

stress fractures (Warden et al. 2005). Femoral neck BMD is weakly but significantly correlated 

with hip abductor and flexor strength in postmenopausal women (Bayramoglu et al. 2005; 

Zimmermann et al. 1990). Additionally, resistance training is associated with high BMD in both 

younger and older adults, and is relatively site-specific in its effect (Layne and Nelson 1999). 
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Bone remodeling involves the resorption of old bone and formation of new bone, with possible 

purposes including removal of dead bone and repair of microcracks (Currey 2002). Bone 

remodeling occurs at least in part due to mechanical stimulus, such as dynamic strain, 

experienced by the bone (Turner 1998). The result of this process is that bone adapts to changing 

loading conditions. Bed rest and weightlessness lead to reductions in bone mass, while increased 

loading leads to increased mass (Currey 2002).  

In addition to stimulating bone remodeling, muscular loading can also have a 

prophylactic effect on bone damage. For example, muscular contraction significantly increases 

the load and energy required to fracture the tibia in rats (Nordsletten and Ekeland 1993). There is 

evidence that muscle loading reduces shear and bending loads in the femur, helping to protect it 

from damage (Duda et al. 1998; Polgar et al. 2003; Taylor et al. 1996). Bone is weaker in shear 

and tension than in compression (Reilly and Burstein 1975; Turner et al. 2001), and experiments 

indicate that shear plays an important role in the fatiguing of bone (Taylor et al. 2003; Turner et 

al. 2001). Furthermore, the fatigue life of cortical bone is significantly reduced under combined 

axial and torsional loading, and is lower for aged bone than for younger bone (George and 

Vashishth 2006). Muscle fatigue may increase bone stresses during athletic activities (Benazzo et 

al. 1992; Clement 1974) and significantly increases measured tibial shear strain during walking 

in dogs (Yoshikawa et al. 1994), although a similar experiment in humans did not reach 

significance (Fyhrie et al. 1998). Thus, changes in normal muscle loading could reduce the 

protective effect and increase the risks of fatigue damage. 

Age-related changes in neuromuscular function  
 

Aging is associated with decreases in neuromuscular function (Doherty 2003; Hurley 

1995). Muscle strength tends to decline by about 12-15% for each decade after 50 years of age 
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(Hurley 1995), resulting in a 20-40% reduction in strength in the seventh and eighth decades of 

life (Doherty 2003). Multiple factors contribute to this decline, including loss of muscle mass, 

decreased innervation of motor units, and decreased activity levels (Doherty 2003; Hurley 1995). 

However, various studies have shown that resistance exercise in the elderly increases muscular 

strength by 17-76% (Doherty 2003; Layne and Nelson 1999; Narici et al. 2004). Thus, properly 

designed training interventions may be useful in preventing or reversing neuromuscular declines 

in the elderly.  

Age-related declines in neuromuscular function are at least in part responsible for 

changes in the performance of daily activities. For example, healthy older adults show reduced 

self-selected gait velocity and step length compared to younger adults (Kerrigan et al. 1998; 

Winter et al. 1990). Because of strength reductions, older adults require greater effort to perform 

activities such as ascending and descending stairs and rising from a chair (Hortobagyi et al. 

2003). Reduced strength may also affect gait, as hip extensor strength is correlated with freely 

selected gait velocity and step length in elderly men (Burnfield et al. 2000). When compared at 

identical walking velocities, older adults show a redistribution of joint torques and powers during 

gait compared to young adults, with more propulsive power coming from hip torques and less 

from ankle torques (DeVita and Hortobagyi 2000). Because strength declines at different rates in 

different muscle groups (Christ et al. 1992), this may represent compensation for non-uniform 

reductions in muscle strength (DeVita and Hortobagyi 2000; Goldberg and Neptune 2007). It 

may also indicate that muscle loading of the femur is altered in older adults, which could lead to 

reductions in femoral strength.  
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Chapter 3 – Age differences in lower extremity joint torques during 
walking with controlled speed and step length 

 

Abstract 
 

Older adults exhibit differences in the kinetics of self-selected gait compared to young 

adults, such as reduced torque at the ankle and increased work at the hip. Older adults also 

exhibit reduced speed and step length. Because gait kinetics depend on these spatio-temporal 

characteristics, it is possible that kinetic changes with aging are the result of older adults 

selecting different characteristics of gait than young adults. The purpose of this study was to 

investigate this possibility by examining age differences in gait while controlling both speed and 

step length. Ten healthy young and ten healthy older adults took part in walking trials in our 

laboratory. Data was collected for three gait conditions: self-selected, slow controlled and fast 

controlled. Inverse dynamics analyses were performed to determine lower extremity joint torques 

during gait and peak joint torques were compared between age groups. The results indicate the 

importance of controlling spatio-temporal characteristics when comparing gait kinetics. 

However, age differences in peak joint torques were still present when speed and step length 

were controlled, including reduced plantar flexor torque and increased hip extensor torque. 

Furthermore, interactions between age and speed indicate that older adults used different 

neuromuscular strategies than young adults to vary the speed of their gait. This supports the idea 

that age-related differences in joint kinetics are adaptations to age-related changes in 

neuromuscular function. 

Keywords: aging, walking, joint torque, gait speed, step length 
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Introduction 
 

Healthy older adults exhibit differences in self-selected gait kinematics and kinetics when 

compared to young adults. Kinematic differences include reduced gait speed, less joint range of 

motion, and shorter step length in older adults (Crowinshield et al. 1978; DeVita and Hortobagyi 

2000; Judge et al. 1996; Kerrigan et al. 1998; Laufer 2005; Waters et al. 1983; Winter et al. 

1990), while kinetic differences include reduced ankle torque and power (DeVita and Hortobagyi 

2000; Judge et al. 1996; Kerrigan et al. 1998) as well as increased work at the hip (DeVita and 

Hortobagyi 2000; Silder et al. 2008). The reasons for these age differences in gait are not entirely 

clear.  While it is possible that these differences represent adaptations to provide a safer, more 

stable gait (Winter et al. 1990), research suggests that there is a physiological basis for these 

differences (McGibbon 2003). For example, aerobic capacity declines significantly with age 

(Astrand et al. 1973) such that walking at self-selected speed requires about 30% of aerobic 

capacity in young adults but about 50% of aerobic capacity in older adults, despite older adults 

adopting slower self-selected gait speeds (Waters et al. 1983). Age-related differences in gait 

may also be the result of neuromuscular changes such as reduced muscle strength (Doherty 2003; 

Hurley 1995). As evidence for this, hip extensor strength is correlated with gait speed and step 

length in older men (Burnfield et al. 2000).   

One difficulty in investigating age differences in gait kinetics is that they are heavily 

dependent upon spatio-temporal characteristics such as speed, step length and cadence.  For 

example, peak hip extension torque increases with gait speed (Crowinshield et al. 1978; Kerrigan 

et al. 1998), and peak knee extension torque increases with speed (Crowinshield et al. 1978; 

Kerrigan et al. 1998; Kirtley et al. 1985) and cadence and stride length (Kirtley et al. 1985). Joint 

powers at the hip, knee, and ankle also increase with increased speed (Graf et al. 2005; Kerrigan 
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et al. 1998) and cadence (Winter 1983, 1983). The work done by the hip and knee joints also 

increases with speed in children, but the work done by the ankle does not (Chen et al. 1997). The 

level of effort during gait, quantified as joint torque normalized by strength, increases with 

cadence at the hip and ankle (Nadeau et al. 1996; Requiao et al. 2005).  

As a result of these relationships between gait kinetics and spatio-temporal 

characteristics, previously reported age differences in gait kinetics may be confounded by age 

differences in self-selected gait.  A few studies have compared age differences in gait kinetics 

while controlling speed. Larish et al. (1988) showed that older adults have lower ground reaction 

force (GRF) peaks than young adults when walking at identical speeds. With controlled gait 

speed, DeVita and Hortobagyi (2000) found age differences in gait kinetics, including more 

work at the hip and less at the ankle in older adults compared to young adults. However, step 

length was not controlled, and was reported to be significantly smaller in older adults. Silder et 

al. (2008) found similar age differences in work at the hip and ankle, while reporting no 

significant age differences in speed or step length. However, controlling spatio-temporal 

characteristics between age groups was not a stated objective of the study, and speed was based 

on preferred walking speed. To eliminate any confounding effects due to spatio-temporal 

characteristics, studies of age-related differences in gait kinetics should control speed, step length 

and cadence.  

The purpose of this study was to examine age differences in lower extremity joint torques 

during gait while controlling speed and step length. By controlling these variables, the effects of 

age on joint torques can be separated from those of speed and step length. This will be a useful 

step in understanding the nature and causes of age-related changes in gait.  
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Methods 
 

Twenty healthy adult volunteers participated in the study including ten young adults 

(mean±SD age of 23.9±3.3 years) and ten older adults (80.3±4.0 years). There were no 

significant age differences in height (young: 1.65±0.09 m, older: 1.63±0.08 m, p = 0.639) or 

body mass (young: 61.7±7.3 kg, older: 65.2±10.5 kg, p = 0.394), and each age group contained 

equal numbers of males and females. Participation was limited to individuals who could 

ambulate independently and who had no self-reported musculoskeletal, neurological, 

cardiovascular, or cognitive disorders, or previous fragility fractures that might affect gait. The 

project was approved by the Virginia Tech Institutional Review Board, and all participants 

provided written informed consent prior to participation.  

Each participant performed gait trials on an 8 m long walkway in our laboratory under 

various experimental conditions. The gait conditions included self-selected gait and controlled 

gait at slow and fast speeds. In the self-selected gait condition, each participant was asked to 

walk normally down the walkway with no instruction given as to what speed or step length to 

adopt. These trials were included to examine how age differences in uncontrolled conditions 

differed with controlled conditions. In the controlled gait conditions, both speed and step length 

were controlled.  Target speeds were 1.1 m/s for the slow controlled condition and 1.5 m/s for 

the fast controlled condition, and were achieved by having participants match pace with a 

moving belt alongside the walkway. These speeds are representative of the range of speeds 

reported in the literature for self-selected gait in both young and older adults (DeVita and 

Hortobagyi 2000; Judge et al. 1996; Kerrigan et al. 1998; Larish et al. 1988; Laufer 2005; Silder 

et al. 2008). The target step length was 0.65 m for both slow and fast speeds, and was achieved 

by having participants step on markings on the walkway. This step length is a mid-range value 
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for step lengths reported in the literature for self-selected gait in both young and older adults 

(Judge et al. 1996; Kerrigan et al. 1998; Larish et al. 1988; Laufer 2005; Silder et al. 2008; 

Winter et al. 1990). Because speed, step length, and cadence are nominally related by speed = 

step length × cadence, setting step length and speed defined cadence as well. 

During all gait trials ground reaction force (GRF) and body position data were collected 

over one full gait cycle of the right lower extremity. A single trial of self-selected gait was 

recorded, followed by three trials at each of the controlled conditions. GRF data was sampled at 

1000 Hz from a six degree-of-freedom force platform (Advanced Mechanical Technology Inc., 

Watertown, MA) placed in the center of the walkway. The participant stepped on the force 

platform with their right foot during each trial. For self-selected trials, the starting position of the 

participant was adjusted so they would naturally step on the force platform without altering their 

chosen gait. Thirty-six reflective markers were placed on each participant, and marker position 

data was sampled at 100 Hz using a six-camera VICON 460 motion analysis system (VICON 

Motion Systems Inc., Lake Forest, CA).  

An individualized, three-dimensional, rigid link biomechanical model was created for 

each participant in OpenSim, an open-source software system for musculoskeletal modeling 

(Delp et al. 2007). The model contained eight segments (feet, shanks, thighs, pelvis and head-

arms-trunk), which were connected by seven 3-degree-of-freedom ball joints (ankles, knees, 

hips, and a lumbar region joint), for a total of 27 model degrees of freedom. Segment masses and 

center of mass positions were estimated using the methods reported by Pavol et al. (2002), and 

segment mass moments of inertia were estimated using the methods reported by de Leva (1996).  

Joint center positions were determined by functional methods, which determine best-fit 

locations of the joint (e.g. hip joint center) based on the relative motion of the markers on the 
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adjoining segments (e.g. pelvis and thigh). Various methods for calculating functional joint 

centers have been introduced (e.g. Gamage and Lasenby 2002; Piazza et al. 2004). For example, 

fitting thigh marker motions to spheres centered in the pelvic coordinate system provides the 

functional center of the hip joint in the pelvic system (Hicks and Richards 2005; Piazza et al. 

2004; Piazza et al. 2001). This approach provides improved results over anthropometric 

estimates when a special calibration trial is performed (Hicks and Richards 2005; Piazza et al. 

2004). A separate trial was performed prior to gait testing in which each participant performed a 

series of movements in order to move each joint through its range of motion. A custom program 

was created in Matlab (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, USA), which used the 

algorithm of Piazza et al. (2004) to determine joint center locations using marker data from this 

trial. 

Joint torques during gait were estimated from the collected data using an inverse 

dynamics analyses in OpenSim. Force platform data and marker position data were first low pass 

filtered at 7 Hz (4th order zero-phase-lag Butterworth), and GRF and center of pressure position 

was determined from force platform data (Winter 2005). Gait speed for each trial was evaluated 

as the average forward velocity of the marker placed on the right anterior superior iliac spine, 

and step length as the average forward distance between left and right heel markers during stance 

phase. For each participant, a single gait trial best representing the desired gait condition was 

selected for inclusion in the analysis. Marker motion and ground reaction force data were 

imported into OpenSim for these trials. Inverse dynamics was performed during a single gait 

cycle (right foot swing and stance phase) from each trial.  

 Five lower extremity peak torques during the gait cycle were analyzed for age 

differences. The peak torques examined were hip extension in early stance (HE), hip flexion in 
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late stance (HF), knee extension in early stance (KE), knee flexion in midstance (KF), and 

plantar flexion in late stance (PF).  Joint torques were normalized by body mass prior to 

statistical analysis. 

A two-way, mixed-model multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was initially 

performed to investigate the effects of age and gait condition on all peak torques together.  In the 

event of significant effects, univariate analyses were performed for each dependent variable. For 

the self-selected gait condition, this involved independent t-tests to investigate age differences in 

peak torques. For the controlled gait conditions, this involved using a two-way mixed-model 

ANOVA to examine age and speed differences in torques. Independent t-tests were also 

performed ensure that there were no age differences in speed and step length under controlled 

gait conditions. All statistical analyses were performed using JMP (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, 

NC) with a significance level of 0.05. Trends were also noted when p-values were between 0.10 

and 0.05.   

Results 
 

There were no differences in gait speed between age groups within any of the three gait 

conditions (Table 3.1).  However, step length was smaller for older adults within the self-

selected gait condition (p = 0.010).  

 

Table 3.1: Mean (SD) values of gait speed and step length by age group for the three gait 
conditions tested, self-selected (SS), slow-controlled (SC) and fast-controlled (FC). 

Gait 
Condition 

Speed (m/s) Step length (m) 
Older Young Older Young 

SS* 1.188 (0.125) 1.263 (0.104) 0.650 (0.050) 0.703 (0.042) 
SC 1.185 (0.044)  1.184 (0.021) 0.648 (0.006) 0.651 (0.004) 
FC 1.532 (0.054)  1.520 (0.035) 0.651 (0.011) 0.656 (0.010) 

*Significant age group difference in step length (p = 0.010). 
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MANOVA results indicated significant age effects on one or more peak lower extremity 

joint torque (p = 0.003) and in one or more gait condition (p = 0.041). In addition, gait condition 

was found to have a significant effect on peak joint torque (p<0.001). Based on these results, 

univariate analyses were conducted for all dependent variables.  

During self-selected gait, older adults exhibited increased peak torques in HE, but 

reduced peak HF torques and KF torques compared to young adults (Table 3.2, Figure 3.1). In 

addition, older adults showed a trend toward reduced peak PF torques. However, there was no 

age difference in peak KE torque.  

Table 3.2: Mean (SD) peak torque values during self-selected gait normalized by body mass (N-
m/kg) compared between age groups. 
 Older Young p-values 
HE 0.754 (0.151) 0.612 (0.151) 0.049 
HF 0.565 (0.126) 0.680 (0.064) 0.019 
KE 0.505 (0.140) 0.377 (0.239) 0.162 
KF 0.297 (0.167) 0.462 (0.148) 0.031 
PF 1.409 (0.110) 1.516 (0.141) 0.075 
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Figure 3.1: Mean joint torques normalized by body mass for young and older age groups 
throughout a single cycle of self-selected gait. Peak torques examined for age effects are 
circled.  aSignificant age difference in peak torque (p<0.05). t Trend toward significant 
age difference (0.05<p<0.1). 

 

When speed and step length were controlled, several effects of both age and speed were 

found (Table 3.3, Figure 3.2).  Older adults showed a trend toward increased peak HE torques, 

and exhibited increased peak KE torques but reduced peak KF torques and PF torques as 

compared to young adults. Peak HE, HF and KE torques all increased with speed. In addition to 

main effects, peak HE torque and peak PF torque both showed a significant age × speed 
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interactions. A post hoc Tukey HSD test indicated that HE peak torque increased significantly 

with speed in young adults but not in older adults. A post hoc Tukey HSD test indicated that PF 

torque increased significantly with speed in young adults, but not in older adults.  

 

Table 3.3: Mean (SD) peak torque values normalized by body mass (N-m/kg) for controlled gait 
conditions, compared by age group and speed. 
 Slow Fast p-values 

Older Young Older Young Age Speed Age × Speed 
HE 0.787 (0.193) 0.586 (0.106) 0.902 (0.171) 0.845 (0.135) 0.056 <0.001 0.023 
HF 0.563 (0.102) 0.639 (0.131) 0.788 (0.146) 0.892 (0.140) 0.116 <0.001 0.527 
KE 0.516 (0.188) 0.328 (0.230) 0.735 (0.217) 0.482 (0.142) 0.012 <0.001 0.387 
KF 0.243 (0.165) 0.459 (0.085) 0.222 (0.178) 0.461 (0.089) <0.001 0.678 0.610 
PF  1.403 (0.083) 1.464 (0.144) 1.345 (0.139) 1.535 (0.131) 0.032 0.727 0.002 
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Figure 3.2: Mean joint torques normalized by body mass for young and older age groups 
throughout a single cycle of controlled gait (Slow and Fast). Peak torques examined for 
age and speed effects are circled. aSignificant main effect of age (p<0.05). sSignificant 
main effect of speed (p<0.05). iSignificant age × speed interaction (p<0.05). tTrend 
toward a significant age effect (0.05<p<0.1). 
 

Discussion 
 

The purpose of this study was to examine age differences in lower extremity joint torques 

during gait while controlling speed and step length. Age differences during self-selected gait 

were also investigated for comparison. During self-selected gait, four of the five peak joint 
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torques examined exhibited some effect of age (HE, HF, KF and PF but not KE). When speed 

and step length were controlled experimentally, four of the five peak joint torques exhibited 

some effect of age (HE, KE, KF and PF but not HF).  Thus, these four measures have significant 

age-related effects that are separate from the effects of speed and step length. The effects of age 

were not fully consistent between self-selected and controlled gait conditions. Thus, controlling 

speed and step length is important in examining age differences in joint kinetics during gait. 

Peak HE torque tended to be increased in older adults in both self-selected and controlled 

gait conditions. These results are similar to those of DeVita and Hortobagyi (2000), who showed 

increased HE angular impulse in older adults. However, the interaction between age and gait 

speed showed that age differences in peak HE torque are dependent on gait speed. Specifically, 

the Tukey HSD test indicated larger peak HE torques in older adults than young adults at slow 

speed, but no age difference at fast speed, and that young adults increase peak HE torque with 

speed, but older adults do not. The results also show that age differences occur in peak HE 

torque independent of step length. However, because only one step length was examined, no 

conclusions can be made regarding the effect of step length on peak HE torque.  

Peak HF torque exhibited an age difference in the self-selected gait condition that 

disappeared when speed and step length were controlled. Thus, this age difference may be due 

solely to age differences in gait speed and step length.  In the self-selected condition, older adults 

had reduced HF peak torque compared to young adults. This is consistent with the results of 

DeVita and Hortobagyi (2000), who reported decreased HF angular impulse in older adults while 

walking with identical speeds but shorter step lengths compared to young adults. 

Peak KE torque was found to be higher in older adults during controlled gait, but not 

during self-selected gait. A larger sample size may have provided sufficient statistical power to 
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reach significance in the self-selected case. Nonetheless, the results indicate a significant age 

effect on peak KE torque that is independent of speed and step length. Because speed had a 

similar effect on peak KE torque in both age groups, control of speed is important when 

comparing peak KE torque between age groups. It should be noted that this result is inconsistent 

with that reported by DeVita and Hortobagyi (2000). While they did not report a difference for 

peak KE torque, they did report that KE angular impulse was reduced in older adults. Although 

these two measures are not identical, age differences in them would most likely be in the same 

direction. The reason for this inconsistency is unknown. 

Peak KF torque was significantly affected by age, but unlike the other joint torques 

examined, remained relatively constant across all gait conditions tested. While the magnitude of 

these torques was relatively low compared to the others examined, the relative difference 

between age groups was quite high, with young adults exhibiting KF peak torques about twice 

those of older adults. Peak KF torque was not affected by speed. While the effect of step length 

was not examined explicitly, the age effect was similar when step length was controlled and in 

self-selected gait when the age groups had significantly different step lengths. This indicates that 

peak KF torque is relatively insensitive to step length as well as speed. Thus, peak KF torque 

may represent a kinetic factor of gait that is affected by aging but not by gait speed and SL.  

Peak PF torque tended to be lower in older adults during self-selected gait, and was lower 

during controlled gait, but also exhibited an interaction between age and speed. The Tukey HSD 

test indicated peak PF torque was significantly lower in older adults at fast speed, but not at slow 

speed. Interestingly, older adults did not appear to increase PF torque with increased gait speed, 

but young adults did. This behavior may be explained by a combination of reduced soleus 

activation and increased tibialis anterior co-contraction in older adults (Schmitz et al. 2009). 
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DeVita and Hortobagyi (2000) showed that older adults had significantly lower peak PF torque 

than young adults when both age groups were walking at a controlled target speed of 1.5 m/s 

(comparable to the Fast speed used here). However, step length was not controlled, and older 

adults took shorter steps than young adults. A similar PF age difference was found in this study 

when step length was controlled. Thus, peak PF torque does have an age difference independent 

of step length, at least at higher gait speeds. However, it should be noted that this does not 

preclude the possibility that step length has an effect on PF torque.  

It has been proposed (DeVita and Hortobagyi 2000) that neuromuscular adaptation with 

age shifts the function of gait proximally, with increased contributions by the hip extensors and 

decreased contributions by the ankle plantar flexors. Such a shift was seen in the results of this 

study. Aging is associated with decreased neuromuscular function, including loss of muscle mass 

and decreased innervation of motor units (Doherty 2003; Hurley 1995). Thus, while the 

mechanism behind this shift is not fully known, the fact that older adults did not increase plantar 

flexor torque with speed may indicate a deficit in plantar flexor strength or neural drive. Indeed, 

older adults show reduced peak soleus activation than young adults (Schmitz et al. 2009), which 

could be a result of decreased soleus innervation.  A loss in plantar flexor strength could also 

produce such a shift, as a forward dynamic simulation of gait indicated that a moderate strength 

deficit in the ankle plantar flexors may be compensated for by the hip flexors and extensors 

(Goldberg and Neptune 2007). An examination of the level of effort during gait for young and 

older adults during gait could improve our understanding of the reason for age related changes in 

gait. 

This study controlled both speed and step length, but two speeds were tested while only a 

single step length was examined. As the literature (Crowinshield et al. 1978; Kerrigan et al. 
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1998; Kirtley et al. 1985) and these results suggest, gait speed has a significant effect on peak 

torques in the lower extremity. It is likely that step length also has significant effects on peak 

joint torques. It is also possible that older adults may adopt different neuromuscular strategies 

than young adults to vary step length. Future studies could examine step length effects by testing 

gait at multiple controlled step lengths while controlling gait speed. 

In conclusion, this study examined age differences in lower extremity peak joint torques 

while controlling speed and step length. Older adults displayed multiple differences with young 

adults, including a shift in function from the plantar flexors to the hip extensors, with both speed 

and step length controlled. Thus, previously reported gait differences cannot be explained as the 

result of older adults selecting different speed and step length than young adults. Additionally, 

interactions between age and speed were found for HE and PF torques, indicating that older 

adults adopt different neuromuscular strategies than young adults to vary the speed of their gait. 

These results support the idea that age-related changes in joint torques are adaptations to changes 

in neuromuscular function that occur with aging. 
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Chapter 4– Finite element modeling of the femur 
 

Introduction 
 

Hip fractures, or fractures of the proximal femur, are a serious health problem in older 

populations. Worldwide, approximately 1.66 million hip fractures occurred in 1990, and this is 

projected to increase to 6.26 million hip fractures annually by 2050 (Cooper et al. 1992). Hip 

fractures are associated with high rates of mortality and morbidity. Mortality rates in the six 

months following a hip fracture are about 20% overall (NIH 2001), and the majority of survivors 

do not regain their pre-fracture level of functionality in activities of daily living (Magaziner et al. 

2000; NIH 2001). Due to the magnitude and importance of the problem, many studies 

investigating hip fractures have been performed. Modeling studies are an important part of this 

research because they allow the investigation of factors such as in vivo stresses and strains that 

are difficult or impossible to measure experimentally (Villarraga and Ford 2001). The purpose of 

this chapter is to provide an overview of finite element modeling of the femur, specifically the 

development of femur geometry, material properties and loading conditions. 

The finite element method lends itself to the analysis of skeletal structures such as the 

femur because it can account for complex geometry, material properties, and loading conditions, 

(Villarraga and Ford 2001). Two-dimensional finite element models of the femur appear in the 

literature as early as 1972 (Brekelmans et al. 1972; Rybicki et al. 1972). In spite of their 

limitations, these models improved on earlier analyses based on beam theory because they could 

account for portions of the bone geometry that did not resemble a slender beam. A three-

dimensional model of the proximal femur, representing the next logical extension of this work, 

showed significant differences in stress predictions to the previous two-dimensional models 
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(Valliappan et al. 1977). Since that time, numerous finite element studies of the femur have been 

reported with increasing refinement and complexity in model geometry, material properties, and 

loading conditions.  

Model development from computed tomography (CT) images represents the current 

method of choice for creating skeletal finite element models (Taddei, Martelli et al. 2006). In a 

CT scan, x-ray transmission measurements are made at multiple angles around an object. These 

may be reconstructed into a 3D image which shows the variation in x-ray attenuation throughout 

the object. Because of this, CT images provide accurate information on bone geometry, can be 

interpreted to provide mechanical properties, and allow the modeling of bones in vivo (Marom 

and Linden 1990). 

Many studies using finite element models of the femur can be found in the literature 

addressing a variety of questions. Many estimate stresses and/or strains within the femur, for 

purposes including prediction of hip fracture risk (Testi et al. 2002) and comparison of different 

loading conditions (e.g. Duda et al. 1998). Other studies have used finite element models to 

estimate fracture load and location (e.g. Keyak et al. 2001). Simulations of bone remodeling 

processes have been performed, specifically related to bone resorption around hip implants 

following hip replacement (Bitsakos et al. 2005). Finite element models of the hip have also been 

used to simulate intertrochanteric osteotomies (surgical sectioning and realignment of the 

proximal femur), which may be useful for operative planning (Schmitt et al. 2001). Another 

study examined femoral failure with a simulated metastatic bone defect, demonstrating the 

possibility of predicting impending pathological fractures using finite element models (Spruijt et 

al. 2006).  
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Femoral geometry in finite element models  
 

Accurately modeling femoral geometry is crucial in creating a finite element model that 

can produce realistic results. The femur consists of a central shaft region (diaphysis) with 

enlarged articular regions (epiphyses) at each end. The proximal end includes the head and neck, 

which articulate with the pelvis at the 

hip joint, and the greater and lesser 

trochanters, which serve as muscle 

attachment sites (Figure 4.1). A  

sensitivity analysis of the effects of 

geometric scaling and material 

property definitions on the results of a 

finite element model of the femur 

found that geometric errors had a 

significant effect on model 

displacements, stresses and strains 

(Taddei, Martelli et al. 2006).  

Many femoral models create 3D geometry from CT scans of excised femurs (Bessho et 

al. 2007; Cody et al. 1999; Duchemin et al. 2008; Gomez-Benito et al. 2005; Keyak and 

Falkinstein 2003; Keyak et al. 2001; Keyak et al. 1998; Lotz et al. 1991, 1991; Merz et al. 1996; 

Ota et al. 1999; Schileo et al. 2007; Spruijt et al. 2006; Taylor et al. 1996). Others have used CT 

scans taken in situ (Keyak and Falkinstein 2003) or in vivo (Keyak et al. 1990; Schmitt et al. 

2001).  It should be noted that CT images of the femur taken in situ and in vitro show differences 

in geometry and bone density, such that finite element estimations of fracture load are different, 

 

Figure 4.1: Proximal end of right femur viewed from 
behind and above showing femoral head and neck, 
greater trochanter and lesser trochanter. Image from 
Gray (1918), fair use. 
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because additional bone and soft tissue in the image field increase noise, beam hardening and 

streak artifacts in the in situ scans (Keyak and Falkinstein 2003). Other approaches to modeling 

femur geometry include developing 2D geometry using frontal plane radiographs (Rudman et al. 

2006) or DXA scans (Testi et al. 2002), or using CAD data of the Standardized Femur, the 

geometry model of a femoral bone analogue, to develop a 3D finite element model (Duda et al. 

1998; Polgar et al. 2003).  

The time required to create a finite 

element model of bone from a CT image has led 

to the exploration of methods to automate the 

process (Keyak et al. 1990; Merz et al. 1996; 

Taddei, Cristofolini et al. 2006). Keyak et al. 

(1990) developed an approach where the bone is 

represented using cubic 8-node brick elements 

(Figure 4.2), with an admittedly imprecise 

representation of the bone surface. This method 

has been used in various studies (Cody et al. 

1999; Keyak et al. 2001; Keyak et al. 1998; 

Spruijt et al. 2006), and provides good results 

within the bone, but is limited in dealing with 

surface effects. Merz et al. (1996) presented a 

semi-automated method that predetermines bone contours and mesh volumes in the bone, better 

representing bone geometry. Taddei, Cristofolini et al. (2006) used a similar semi-automated 

 

Figure 4.2: Finite element model of the 
proximal femur composed of 11,604 cube 
elements 3 mm on a side. (Reprinted from 
Journal of Biomechanics 31, Keyak, J. H., 
Rossi, S. A., Jones, K. A., and Skinner, H. 
B., Prediction of femoral fracture load using 
automated finite element modeling. Page 
128, Copyright 1998, with permission from 
Elsevier). 
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approach, first determining the surface geometry of the bone, followed by automatic meshing of 

the volume.  

Modeling of material properties 
 

The material properties of the femur (and other bones) are non-homogeneous due to 

variations in the density and porosity of bone. The femur consists of a shell of cortical bone of 

varying thickness, with internal structures of cancellous bone inside the proximal and distal ends 

(Figure 4.3). Cancellous bone, also called trabecular or spongy bone, is a lattice-work of 

interconnected plates and rods called trabeculae. By comparison cortical, or compact, bone is 

relatively solid. In general, the porosity of cortical bone is 5 – 30%, while that of cancellous bone 

ranges from 30 – 90% (Carter and Hayes 1977). The strength and elastic modulus of bone 

depends on bone density (Carter and Hayes 1977; Goldstein 1987), which varies throughout the 

bone. 

 

Figure 4.3: A frontal longitudinal midsection of a left femur showing cancellous bone 
within the proximal and distal femur, and the varying thickness of the cortical shell. 
Image from Gray (1918), fair use. 

 

The material properties of the femur in some models have only accounted for bone non-

homogeneity in a limited way. Valliapan et al. (1977) used a single isotropic elastic modulus for 

all cancellous bone (324.6 MPa), another for cortical bone (17.26 GPa) and a Poisson’s ratio of 
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0.29. Duda et al. (1998) and Polgar et al. (2003) also used a single modulus for cancellous bone 

(1500 MPa), while Rudman et al. (2006) used two (100 and 400 MPa) and Taylor et al. (1996) 

used five separate cancellous moduli ranging from 250 to 1250 MPa. All four of these studies 

used a modulus of 17 GPa for cortical bone and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.33. 

The inclusion non-homogeneous material properties in finite element models of the 

femur has a significant effect on the results. For example, in a comparison between a non-

homogeneous model and the corresponding homogeneous model with “averaged” material 

properties, peak stress was larger in the homogeneous model (Merz et al. 1996). By using a CT 

image as a source of information, an estimation of material non-homogeneity can be made. In 

experimental tests, linear relations between CT brightness numbers and cancellous bone density 

have proved to be statistically significant. Ciarrelli (1991) gives a coefficient of determination of 

R2 = 0.82, while McBroom (1985) gives a value of R2 = 0.89. A variety of empirical relations 

have been developed that relate bone density to elastic modulus. According to a review of this 

work by Martin (1991), the elastic modulus of cancellous bone is roughly proportional to the 

density squared, and to density cubed for cortical bone. Thus, CT brightness can be converted to 

bone density, and bone density to elastic modulus, providing an estimate of material properties 

throughout the bone. 

To model bone non-homogeneity more accurately, some models have included many 

elastic modulus values based on evaluations of CT image data. Various empirical equations have 

been used to estimate elastic moduli from CT brightness or bone density, with some studies 

using multiple relationships. This includes using separate linear CT-modulus relationships for 

different ranges of CT brightness (Schmitt et al. 2001) or multiple non-linear density-modulus 

relationships for different density ranges (Bessho et al. 2007; Keyak et al. 2001; Keyak et al. 
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1998; Merz et al. 1996). Others have used a single density-modulus relationship for all levels of 

bone density (Cody et al. 1999; Duchemin et al. 2008; Keyak et al. 1990; Ota et al. 1999; Spruijt 

et al. 2006). Schileo et al. (2007) compared the performance of three density-modulus 

relationships suitable for use over the entire range of bone density. Strains predicted by the 

model were compared to strains measured during in vitro mechanical testing. For one of the 

relationships tested the model predicted measured strains quite well (R2 = 0.91). 

The most common strategy for modeling non-homogeneous properties in bone has been 

to assume that material variation within each element is negligible, and calculate an average 

value at each element (Taddei et al. 2004). This is typically done by averaging the CT brightness 

within the element volume and then converting the average value to elastic modulus using CT-

density and density-modulus relations. Thus each element is homogeneous, but the material 

properties vary among the elements. Several different methods of calculating average CT 

brightness in an element can be found in the literature. Merz et al. (1996) averaged the values 

nearest to each element node. Zannoni et al. (1998) used an average of all values within the 

element. Cattaneo et al. (2001) used a geometrically weighted average of the eight CT grid 

values nearest the element centroid. Finally, Taddei et al. (2004) used a numerical integration 

over the volume of the element, providing the best estimation of the element average, though 

with increased computational effort. Rather than averaging CT brightness, Keyak et al. (1990) 

first calculated the average modulus for each CT pixel, and then averaged the moduli of pixels 

within an element. This approach was used because averaging the density and then converting to 

modulus may underestimate modulus in elements with variable density due to the non-linear 

density-modulus relationship.  
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In addition to non-homogeneity, some models have introduced additional material 

complexities, namely anisotropy and non-linear elasticity. Lotz et al. (1991; 1991) used isotropic 

elastic moduli for cancellous bone, but three different transversely-isotropic descriptions for 

cortical bone. Gomez-Benito et al. (2005) created anisotropic material properties by applying a 

bone remodeling analysis to a femoral model. While most models use a linear elastic material 

model, using a non-linear material description to include yielding in the simulation improves the 

prediction of fracture load (Keyak 2001; Lotz et al. 1991). Bessho (2007) and Lotz et al. (1991) 

used bi-linear elasticity models, with a reduced 

modulus behavior following yield. Keyak 

(2001) and Keyak and Falkinstein (2003) used 

multi-linear models featuring post-yield 

behavior with a perfectly plastic region, strain 

softening and a second perfectly plastic region 

(Figure 4.4). 

In finite element models of whole bone, 

cancellous bone is typically modeled as an 

isotropic continuum material rather than as a 

structure of individual trabeculae. While the 

trabecular architecture has definite effects on 

material properties (Goldstein 1987), creating a finite element model including actual trabeculae 

presents difficulties. Defining the geometry of the trabeculae, although possible, requires a high-

resolution CT scan (Augat et al. 1998). Additionally, modeling individual trabeculae on a whole-

bone scale would result in very large models, limiting the utility of such an approach. Cancellous 

 
Figure 4.4: Non-linear material model of 
bone used by Keyak and Falkinstein. 
(Reprinted from Medical Engineering & 
Physics, 25, Keyak, J. H., and Falkinstein, 
Y., Comparison of in situ and in vitro CT 
scan-based finite element model predictions 
of proximal femoral fracture load, Page 783, 
Copyright 2003, with permission from 
Elsevier). 
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bone also exhibits anisotropic behavior, largely due to directional differences in the trabecular 

structure. For example, cancellous samples from the proximal and distal femur were found to 

have greater stiffness in the superior- inferior direction than anterior-posterior or medial-lateral 

(Augat et al. 1998). 

Cortical bone may or may not be modeled as distinct from cancellous bone. In some 

models, no real distinction is made, with variations in calculated modulus accounting for 

differences in bone (Cody et al. 1999; Keyak et al. 1990; Ota et al. 1999; Spruijt et al. 2006). 

However, with this approach the effect of cortical bone may be reduced in calculating element 

material properties, as the elements containing cortical bone may also contain a significant 

proportion of cancellous bone. Thus, some models (Bessho et al. 2007; Lotz et al. 1991, 1991, 

1995) create elements specifically to represent the cortical shell. Lotz et al. (1991; 1991) used 

20-node isoparametric solid elements with a minimum thickness of 1 mm, and applied a reduced 

modulus to elements where the shell thickness was less than 1 mm. Bessho (2007) modeled the 

cortex using triangular shell elements of 0.4 mm thickness added to the surface of a mesh of 

linear tetrahedral elements.  

Loading applied to femur models 
 

The loads and boundary conditions used in finite element models of the femur have 

varied widely, but are generally stated to approximate stance or gait loading or fall impact 

loading. Simple representations of stance or gait loads have been modeled by applying a single 

load to the femoral head (Bessho et al. 2007; Cody et al. 1999; Duchemin et al. 2008; Keyak 

2001; Keyak and Falkinstein 2003; Keyak et al. 2001; Keyak et al. 1998; Lotz et al. 1991, 1991; 

Ota et al. 1999; Schileo et al. 2007; Taddei, Cristofolini et al. 2006). Other studies have modeled 

stance using a load on the femoral head plus an abductor load applied at the greater trochanter 
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(Gomez-Benito et al. 2005; Merz et al. 1996; Schmitt et al. 2001). Fall loading has been modeled 

with loads applied to the greater trochanter (Keyak et al. 2001; Keyak et al. 1998; Lotz et al. 

1991, 1991, 1995; Testi et al. 2002). Such simplified loading conditions are often used to 

replicate in vitro mechanical testing (Bessho et al. 2007; Cody et al. 1999; Gomez-Benito et al. 

2005; Keyak 2001; Keyak and Falkinstein 2003; Keyak et al. 2001; Keyak et al. 1998; Lotz et al. 

1991, 1991; Ota et al. 1999; Schileo et al. 2007; Taddei, Cristofolini et al. 2006), which is 

important as it allows validation of the finite element models. However the loads applied to the 

femur in vivo are considerable more complex due to the many muscle attachments on the femur.  

Several studies have used more realistic loading conditions when modeling stance or gait 

conditions by including multiple muscle forces (Bitsakos et al. 2005; Duda et al. 1998; Lotz et al. 

1995; Polgar et al. 2003; Taylor et al. 1996). Polgar et al. (2003) used a model with extensive 

muscle attachment areas defined and tested nine different loading conditions including various 

numbers of muscles. More realistic muscular loading decreases strain magnitudes in the femoral 

shaft (Duda et al. 1998; Polgar et al. 2003) and act to keep the bone in compression rather than 

bending (Taylor et al. 1996). Rudman et al. (2006) also note that including tension in the hip 

joint capsular ligaments helps keep the femoral neck in compression. Localized muscle forces 

are also important in stimulating the remodeling of bone (Bitsakos et al. 2005). Thus, muscle 

loading has an important effect on bone in vivo, and models representing in vivo activity should 

include as many muscles as possible.  

Summary of finite element modeling of the femur 
 

In summary, finite element models of the femur can be used to provide reasonable 

estimates of stresses and strains in the femur. However the accuracy of these estimates depends 

on careful model development and sufficient model complexity. In particular: 
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• Models should accurately represent femoral geometry, as geometry errors have a 

significant effect on model results (Taddei, Martelli et al. 2006). 

• Non-homogeneous material properties should be included, as they effect the model 

results (Merz et al. 1996). 

• When modeling in vivo loading conditions, all muscle forces on the femur should be 

included in the analysis (Duda et al. 1998; Polgar et al. 2003). 
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Chapter 5 – The effect of age differences in femoral loading during 
controlled walking on strains in the proximal femur 
 

Abstract 
 

Dynamic loading in vivo plays a role in the health and strength of the skeletal structure, 

as it can stimulate remodeling (which can strengthen or weaken bone) or lead to mechanical 

fatigue. Older adults are known to exhibit differences in gait kinetics as compared to young 

adults. This may indicate age differences in dynamic loading that could affect the strains in the 

proximal femur, and thus bone strength and risk of hip fracture. This study examined age 

differences in strains in the proximal femur. Femoral loading was estimated during walking for 

younger and older adults using static optimization. The loads were applied to finite element 

models of the femur, and strains in the femoral neck and sub-trochanteric region examined. 

Minor age differences in strain were found, particularly reduced peak strain in the posterior 

femoral neck in older adults in late stance, although strain magnitudes were relatively low at this 

location. No age differences were found for the largest magnitude shear or tensile strains. 

Interestingly, while peak hip joint contact forces were 18% lower in older adults, there was not a 

corresponding reduction the largest magnitude strains. It cannot be concluded that older adults 

are generally at greater risk of hip fracture due to age differences in loading conditions. 

However, it remains possible that some individuals apply loading conditions that increase the 

risk of hip fracture over time. 

Keywords: aging, static optimization, finite element modeling, hip fractures  
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Introduction 
 

Hip fractures are serious injuries that are associated with high rates of morbidity and 

mortality in older adults. The incidence of hip fractures increases dramatically with age (Melton 

1996; Schwartz et al. 1999; Sugarman et al. 2002), more than doubling for each decade after age 

65. Because of its correlation with bone strength, bone mineral density (BMD)  is useful as a 

predictor of hip fracture risk (NIH 2001). However, because the BMD of fracture patients 

overlaps that of age-matched individuals without hip fracture (Marks et al., 2003, WHO, 1994), 

understanding additional factors that may contribute to hip fractures would be useful in risk 

evaluation and prevention. One such factor is the loading experienced by the femur over 

extended period of time. This can stimulate remodeling and adaption of the bone as well as play 

a role in the development of mechanical fatigue. 

The dynamic loading experienced by bone stimulates remodeling and adaptation, and can 

lead to the increase, maintenance, or loss of bone mass (Turner 1998).  As such, loading is 

important in maintaining bone health. For example, regular axial compressive loading in vivo 

over a period of weeks was found to dramatically increase the resistance of rat ulnas to 

mechanical fatigue, which has implications for the prevention of stress fractures (Warden et al. 

2005). Muscle forces are an important component in the loading of bone, and as such can have 

beneficial effects on bone strength. Femoral neck BMD is weakly but significantly correlated 

with hip abductor and flexor strength in postmenopausal women (Bayramoglu et al. 2005; 

Zimmermann et al. 1990). Additionally, resistance strength training is associated with high BMD 

in both younger and older adults, and is relatively site-specific in its effect (Layne and Nelson 

1999).  
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In addition to stimulating bone remodeling, muscle forces may also have a direct 

protective effect on bone. For example, muscular contraction significantly increases the load and 

energy required to fracture the tibia in rats (Nordsletten and Ekeland 1993). There is also 

evidence that muscle forces can protect bone from damage by reducing shear and bending loads 

in the femur (Duda et al. 1998; Polgar et al. 2003; Taylor et al. 1996). Bone is weaker in shear 

and tension than in compression (Reilly and Burstein 1975; Turner et al. 2001), and shear plays 

an important role in the fatiguing of bone (Taylor et al. 2003; Turner et al. 2001). Furthermore, 

the fatigue life of cortical bone is significantly reduced under combined axial and torsional 

loading (George and Vashishth 2006). Related to this, changes in muscle forces due to 

neuromuscular fatigue may increase bone stresses during athletic activities (Benazzo et al. 1992; 

Clement 1974). Neuromuscular fatigue of the quadriceps has been shown to increase measured 

tibial shear strains during walking in dogs (Yoshikawa et al. 1994). Thus, changes in normal 

muscle loading could mitigate the prophylactic effect of muscles on bone, leading to greater 

shear and tensile loads that increase the risks of mechanical fatigue damage. 

Aging may cause changes in muscle forces during gait, as older adults are known to 

exhibit differences in gait kinetics as compared to young adults (Anderson 2010; DeVita and 

Hortobagyi 2000; Judge et al. 1996; Kerrigan et al. 1998; Silder et al. 2008). The effect of these 

differences on femoral loading is not known, but could be significant for the maintenance of 

skeletal health and prevention of hip fractures. Changes in tensile or shear strains in the proximal 

femur due to changes in muscle forces with aging could contribute to a decrease in fatigue life 

and increased risk of hip fracture.  

The purpose of this study was to examine the effect of age differences in femoral loading 

during gait on strains in the proximal femur. As gait represents a routinely performed activity, 
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loading during gait can be expected to occur repeatedly over an extended period of time. Muscle 

forces during walking were estimated by static optimization in older and younger individuals. 

Relevant muscle forces were applied to finite element models of the femur, and strains in the 

proximal femur were investigated throughout the entire gait cycle. Specifically, maximum 

principal and maximum shear strains in the femoral neck and sub-trochanteric region were 

investigated. It was hypothesized that older adults would exhibit greater strains during gait than 

young adults as a result of age differences in femoral loading. 

Methods 
 

Ten participants, including five older (mean±standard deviation (SD) age 79.4±4.6 years) 

and five young (25.0±4.3 years), were selected for this study from the participants in a previous 

study investigating age differences in joint torques during gait (Anderson 2010). These 

individuals were representative of the gait patterns seen in older and young adults, respectively. 

The age groups were similar in that each contained two males and three females, and there were 

no statistically significant differences in height or mass between groups. The project was 

approved by the Virginia Tech Institutional Review Board, and the participants provided written 

informed consent prior to participation. Each participant took part in gait testing, strength testing 

and a dual energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA) scan.  

Gait testing consisted of participants walking down an 8 m walkway at a controlled speed 

of 1.1 m/s and step length of 0.65 m. Gait was controlled in order to avoid differences in femur 

loading due to age differences in self-selected gait. Ground reaction force (GRF) and body 

position data were collected over one full gait cycle of the right lower extremity. GRF data was 

sampled at 1000 Hz from a six degree-of-freedom force platform (Advanced Mechanical 

Technology Inc., Watertown, MA) placed in the center of the walkway. Thirty-six reflective 
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markers were placed on each participant, and marker position data was sampled at 100 Hz using 

a six-camera VICON 460 motion analysis system (VICON Motion Systems Inc., Lake Forest, 

CA).  

For determination of muscle forces, a musculoskeletal model of the right lower limb 

(Figure 5.1) was developed for each participant. These models were created in OpenSim, an 

open-source software system for musculoskeletal modeling (Delp et al. 2007), and based on a 

model of the legs and torso developed by Delp et al. (1990). Each model consisted of the pelvis, 

thigh, shank and foot segments connected by hip, knee and ankle joints. Segment sizes were 

based on anthropometry measurements and the distance between joint centers, which was 

calculated by functional methods (Piazza et al. 2004). Segment masses, center of mass positions, 

and mass moments of inertia were estimated from anthropometric data (de Leva 1996; Pavol et 

al. 2002).  All joints were modeled as three-degree-of-freedom ball joints, but the knee and ankle 

were constrained to a single axis of rotation when calculating muscle forces. Thirty-five muscles 

were modeled as Hill-type musculotendon actuators, detailed in Delp et al. (1990).  
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Crossing Hip 
Adductor brevis 
Adductor longus 

Adductor magnus (3 lines of action) 
Gemellus 

Gluteus maximus (3 lines of action) 
Gluteus medius (3 lines of action) 

Gluteus minimus (3 lines of action) 
Iliacus 

Pectineus 
Piriformis 

Psoas Major 
Quadratus Femoris 

 
Crossing Hip and Knee 

Biceps Femoris (Long Head) 
Gracilis 

Rectus Femoris 
Sartorius 

Semimembranosus 
Semitendinosus 

Tensor Fasciae Latae 
  

 
Crossing Knee 

Biceps Femoris (Short Head) 
Vastus Intermedius  

Vastus Lateralis  
Vastus Medialis 

 
Crossing Knee and Ankle 

Lateral Gastrocnemius 
Medial Gastsocnemius 

 
Crossing Ankle 

Extensor Digitorum Longus 
Extensor Hallucis Longus 
Flexor Digitorum Longus 
Flexor Hallucis Longus 

Peroneus Brevis 
Peroneus Longus 
Peroneus Tertius 

Soleus 
Tibialis Anterior 
Tibialis Posterior 

 

Figure 5.1: Musculoskeletal model used to estimate muscle forces during gait. The model 
included 35 muscles crossing the hip, knee and ankle joints as shown. 

 

To individualize the muscle models for each participant, peak isometric forces for 

muscles in the model were adjusted based on torque data collected using a Biodex System 3 

dynamometer. Strengths of the muscles in the model were initially based on physiological cross-

sectional area information taken from the literature (Brand et al. 1986; Klein Horsman et al. 

2007). Participants performed isometric maximum voluntary exertions for ankle plantar flexion 

and dorsiflexion, knee flexion and extension, and hip flexion, extension, abduction and adduction 

at joint angles approximately matching the angle of maximum isometric joint torque (Anderson 

et al. 2007). Corresponding maximum torques were determined from the model, compared to 

experimental data, and the peak isometric muscle forces were adjusted using an iterative process. 

The process allowed for sufficient strength in the model such that the muscles could stabilize the 

hip joint while producing maximum torque about a particular axis.  
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Muscle forces during gait were estimated using a static optimization approach. The cost 

function used was minimizing the sum of muscle activation squared, ∑
=

M

m
ma

1

2 . As muscle 

activation is proportional to muscle stress, this is equivalent to the sum of muscle stress squared. 

Using muscle stress squared provides a reasonably good correlation between calculated muscle 

forces and EMG measurements (Glitsch and Baumann 1997; Heintz and Gutierrez-Farewik 

2007).  

A finite element model of the femur (Figure 5.2)  was obtained from the public dataset of 

the VAKHUM project (Van Sint Jan 2008) and scaled to match the femur size of each 

participant. The VAKHUM model was created from a high resolution segmentation of a 

computed tomography (CT) scan and had material properties based on the CT image, providing 

an approximation of material non-homogeneity in the femur. The model consisted of 17696 

linear hexahedral elements, and had 217 isotropic materials with Young’s modulus ranging from 

0.66 to 27.07 GPa. A Poisson’s ratio of 0.3 was used for all materials. The model was 

geometrically scaled based on each participant’s thigh length (hip to knee joint distance) and 

femoral neck axis length. A non-homogeneous scaling approach based on that described by 

Lewis et al (1980) was used. Femoral neck axis length was determined from a DXA scan of the 

hip performed using a GE Lunar Prodigy scanner (GE Healthcare, Chalfont St. Giles, UK).  
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 Loading and boundary conditions applied to the model 

consisted of hip joint contact forces, forces from muscles 

attaching directly to the femur, and fixed boundary conditions 

at the distal end of the femur. Hip contact forces were applied 

via a hemispherical representation of the acetabulum, 

distributing the forces across the surface of the head of the 

femur. Forces for sixteen muscles muscles attaching directly to 

the femur were included: gluteus maximus, gluteus medius, 

gluteus minimus, pectineus, adductor magnus, adductor 

longus, adductor brevis, gemellus, quadratus femoris, iliopsoas 

(sum of iliacus and psoas major), piriformis, biceps femoris 

short head, vastus lateralis, vastus intermedius and vastus 

medialis. Muscle forces were distributed across the eight nodes 

determined to be geometrically closest to the muscle 

attachment point in the musculoskeletal model. The resulting 

locations were qualitatively compared to muscle attachment 

data in the literature (Duda et al. 1996; Viceconti et al. 2003) 

and found to be reasonable. Additionally, a force for the 

illiotibial tract was added, which is often included in models of the femur (Birnbaum et al. 2004; 

Duda et al. 1998; Taylor et al. 1996). It had a peak magnitude of 1500 N (Birnbaum et al. 2004), 

time variation during gait based on that of the tensor fasciae latae muscle, and was applied at the 

same location as the second gluteus maximus line of action. Loading was applied in a quasi-

 
Figure 5.2: Finite element 
model of the femur from the 
VAKHUM project used in 
this study.  In femoral 
coordinates, the X axis points 
anteriorly, Y superiorly, and Z 
laterally. 
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static manner at 1% increments of the gait cycle, and the model was solved using Abaqus 

(Dassault Systèmes Simulia Corp., Providence, RI, USA). 

Maximum principal and maximum 

shear strains were examined in the proximal 

femur (Figure 5.3) at four locations around the 

femoral neck (superior, anterior, inferior and 

posterior) and four around a subtrochanteric 

cross-section (lateral, anterior, medial and 

posterior). These points were selected to 1) 

provide for a reasonable number of locations 

in the proximal femur that may experience 

differences in strain, and 2) to be sufficiently 

removed from the applied loads such that the results would not be directly affected them. Peak 

strains results and hip joint contact forces were compared between age groups using independent 

t-tests with significance set at α=0.05.  

Results 
 

Maximum principal and maximum shear strains examined in the femoral neck were 

largely similar between age groups (Figure 5.4). The largest maximum principal strains occurred 

in the superior part of the neck in late stance, and the largest maximum shear strains occurred in 

the inferior part of the neck in late stance. Peak strain values at all locations in early and late 

stance are presented in Table 5.1. No age differences were found at any location for peak strains 

in early stance. The only age differences in late stance occurred at the posterior location, where 

 
Figure 5.3: Anterior view of the proximal 
portion of the femur model, with heavy lines 
indicating sections in femoral neck and sub-
trochanteric region where strains were 
examined. 
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peak maximum principal strain and peak maximum shear strain were greater in younger adults 

than older adults (p =0.037 and p=0.031, respectively).  

Table 5.1: Mean (SD) values of peak strains (με) in the femoral neck during early stance and late 
stance.  

Location Strain Early Stance Late Stance 
Older Younger Older Younger 

Superior Max Principal 1738 (446) 1571 (229) 2414 (784) 2624 (340) 
Max Shear 1145 (290) 1032 (153) 1594 (518) 1728 (225) 

Anterior Max Principal 428 (189) 403 (174) 308 (110) 470 (184) 
Max Shear 426 (116) 380 (114) 385 (104) 462 (113) 

Inferior Max Principal 812 (157) 742 (116) 1057 (300) 1140 (112) 
Max Shear 1720 (330) 1573 (243) 2224 (629) 2404 (233) 

Posterior Max Principal 525 (197) 501 (150) 414 (94) 621 (154) 
Max Shear 972 (374) 934 (293) 758 (189) 1184 (297) 
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Figure 5.4: Maximum principal and maximum shear strains in the femoral neck during a 
full gait cycle. Thick lines indicate mean values, and the thin lines indicate ±1 SD. The 
vertical lines denote the beginning of stance phase. Note that strain scales are not 
identical. *Significant age difference in peak strain. 

 

Maximum principal and maximum shear strains examined in the subtrochanteric region 

were also similar between age groups (Figure 5.5). The largest maximum principal strains 

occurred in the lateral location, and the largest maximum shear strains occurred in the medial 

location. No age differences in peak strains were found. Peak strain values at all locations in 

early and late stance are presented in Table 5.2. An age difference in strain, albeit not in peak 

strain, was seen in the posterior location occurring in mid-stance. This difference was significant 

in a post-hoc examination at 65% of the gait cycle, with both maximum principal (p=0.002) and 

maximum shear strains (p=0.040) greater in older adults. 
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Figure 5.5: Maximum principal and maximum shear strains in sub-trochanteric locations 
during a full gait cycle. Thick lines indicate mean values, and the thin lines indicate ±1 
SD. The vertical lines denote the beginning of stance phase. Note that strain scales are 
not identical. 
 
 
 

Table 5.2: Mean (SD) values of peak strains (με) in the sub-trochanteric region during early 
stance and late stance. N/A indicates no peak in strain was present. 

Location Strain Early Stance Late Stance 
Older Younger Older Younger 

Lateral Max Principal 3485 (817) 3005 (489) 3970 (1221) 3804 (712) 
Max Shear 2312 (543) 1994 (331) 2592 (797) 2477 (464) 

Anterior Max Principal 1486 (483) 1354 (442) 803 (590) 942 (655) 
Max Shear 1586 (424) 1364 (341) N/A 749 (461) 

Medial Max Principal 1342 (297) 1189 (210) 1453 (437) 1473 (239) 
Max Shear 2650 (564) 2353 (348) 2926 (890) 2947 (485) 

Posterior Max Principal 1433 (350) 1219 (368) N/A 399 (175) 
Max Shear 1391 (380) 1287 (382) N/A 704 (345) 
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Hip joint contact force (Figure 5.6) was the largest force applied to the femur model 

during gait, and thus was of particular interest in this study. Peak hip force magnitude was 18% 

lower in older adults, (435±51 % body weight (BW) in older adults, 529±39 %BW in young 

adults, p=0.011). This difference occurred in late stance phase, at which time both downward and 

posteriorly directed hip forces were significantly lower in older adults than young adults (p = 

0.047 and 0.014, respectively).  

 
Figure 5.6: Average hip joint contact forces (%BW) in a femur-fixed coordinate frame 
during gait for young and older age groups. Thick lines indicate mean values, and the 
thin lines indicate ±1 SD. The X axis points anteriorly, Y up, and Z laterally. 
*Significant age difference in peak force. 
 

Discussion 
 

The purpose of this study was to examine age differences in strains in the proximal femur 

during gait due to age differences in femoral loading. In general, strains exhibited two peaks 
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during the gait cycle, one in early stance phase and one in late stance phase. Not surprisingly, 

this follows the pattern seen in the hip joint reaction force and the vertical component of the 

typical ground reaction force. While some minor age differences in strains were found, the 

results do not support the hypothesis that age differences in loading of the femur lead to 

increased maximum principal or maximum shear strains in older adults. The largest magnitude 

strains examined in the femoral neck and sub-trochanteric region did not exhibit age differences. 

However, it is interesting to note that although peak hip joint contact force was about 18% lower 

in older adults, older adults did not display a corresponding reduction in the largest magnitude 

strains. This may indicate that young adults are better able to apply balanced loads to the femur 

while producing greater muscle forces during push-off in late stance. 

The forces applied to the model in this study were determined using static optimization. 

While static optimization has been used to determine muscle forces during many different tasks, 

there has been little successful validation of the technique (Erdemir et al. 2007). Static 

optimization predicts the joint reaction forces measured by instrumented hip implants reasonably 

well, although it tends to overestimate peak hip contact forces during gait by an average of 12% 

(Heller et al. 2001). Static optimization muscle force predictions also correlate well with EMG-

force predictions (Heintz and Gutierrez-Farewik 2007). This indicates that despite its limitations, 

static optimization can produce reasonable values for muscle forces during gait.  

The hip joint contact forces found during gait were comparable in profile and magnitude 

to similarly determined forces in the literature (e.g. Brand et al. 1986; Duda et al. 1997). 

However, the magnitude of the peak hip joint contact forces was about twice that reported from 

patients with instrumented hip replacements (Bergmann et al. 2001). A small portion of this 

discrepancy may arise from over-predictions in force due to static optimization (Heller et al. 
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2001). In addition, direct comparisons between gait in healthy individuals and hip replacement 

patients should be approached with caution. For the purposes of this study, the estimated hip 

contact forces were determined in the same manner for all participants, and comparisons between 

them should be valid. 

This study approximated the femur in vivo during gait, and was subject to a variety of 

modeling errors. Errors in the estimation of muscle forces would propagate into the finite 

element results. Simplifications were made in defining the application points of the muscle 

forces, and only muscles directly attaching to the femur were used. The effect of muscles 

crossing both the knee and hip was only included by their effect on the hip joint contact force, 

though in reality they could apply forces to the femur more directly through wrapping. In future 

studies, loads due to the ligaments of the hip joint capsule could be added. In a two-dimensional 

model, inclusion of capsular ligaments has been shown to change the stress in the femoral neck 

from tensile to compressive (Rudman et al. 2006). However, despite these simplifications, this 

study includes all major muscle loads on the femur, and to our knowledge provides the first 

examination of age differences in femoral strains.  

Because the purpose of this study was to examine the effects of loading, the material 

properties assigned to all models were the same to reduce the effect of material properties on the 

results. Thus, the individual models did not represent the actual femoral material properties of 

the participants, and as such did not account for possible age differences in material properties. 

Future studies may investigate age differences in femoral strains while including both age-

appropriate loading and material properties.  

The data used to estimate muscle forces were collected under controlled gait conditions, 

with young and older adults walking at the same speed and step length. Controlled conditions 
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were chosen because age differences in speed and step length could have confounded differences 

in femoral loading due to age. Older adults tend to walk with reduced speed (Judge et al. 1996; 

Kerrigan et al. 1998; Laufer 2005; Waters et al. 1983) and step length (Anderson 2010; Judge et 

al. 1996; Kerrigan et al. 1998; Laufer 2005; Winter et al. 1990) compared to young adults in self-

selected conditions. It could be reasonably argued that age differences in femoral loading during 

self-selected gait would more realistically depict the loading regularly applied to the femur, 

despite or even because of differences in speed and/or step length. Thus, future work similar to 

this may investigate age differences in femoral strains during self-selected gait. 

In conclusion, because the largest magnitude strains were not different between age 

groups, it cannot be stated that older adults are generally at greater risk for mechanical fatigue or 

loss of bone through remodeling due to age differences in loading conditions. Thus, it does not 

appear that age differences in femoral loading affects the risk of hip fracture. However, all 

participants were healthy, and their actual risk of hip fracture was unknown. The older group had 

larger standard deviations for a majority of the strains examined, which suggests greater loading 

variability in older adults. Thus, it remains possible that some older individuals apply different 

loading conditions that increase the risk of hip fracture over time. 
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Chapter 6 – Sensitivity of strains in the proximal femur to variations 
in muscle forces 
 

Abstract 
 
 Muscle forces play a role in the health and strength of femur, both through stimulating 

remodeling processes and by protecting the bone from large tensile and shear strains that may 

lead to material fatigue. Aging may affect normal muscle forces during activities such as gait. 

Because of the high incidence of hip fractures in older adults, and the connection between 

muscle forces and bone strength, understanding the effect of various muscles on strains in the 

proximal femur is of interest. Muscle forces were estimated during walking for an older female 

using static optimization and applied to a finite element model of the femur. Perturbation 

analyses were performed at the points during gait of maximum principal strain in the femoral 

neck and sub-trochanteric region. Forces for muscles attaching to the femur that cross the hip 

joint were varied by ±10% and ±20%, and the resulting maximum principal and maximum shear 

strains in the femoral neck and sub-trochanteric region examined. Results indicate that strains in 

the femoral neck were affected by several muscles, and particularly the hip abductors. Strains in 

the sub-trochanteric region were less sensitive to muscle forces than in the femoral neck. 

Understanding the importance of various muscles to strains in the proximal femur may aid in 

future efforts to understand and prevent hip fractures in older adults. 

 

Keywords:  femur, finite element modeling, muscle forces, hip fractures 
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Introduction 
 

Muscle forces contribute directly to loading of the femur in vivo, and these forces can 

play an important role in the health of the bone. Bone loading over time stimulates bone 

remodeling processes (Turner 1998), leading to increased or decreased strength. For example, 

increased muscle forces can lead to increased bone density, particularly near muscle areas of 

attachment (Bitsakos et al. 2005; Layne and Nelson 1999). In addition, muscle loading is thought 

to reduce shear and bending in the femur (Duda et al. 1998; Polgar et al. 2003; Taylor et al. 

1996). This helps to protect it from material fatigue damage, as shear plays an important role in 

the fatiguing of bone (Taylor et al. 2003; Turner et al. 2001). Intrinsic factors that alter muscle 

loading can, therefore, influence this prophylactic effect. For example, changes in muscle forces 

due to neuromuscular fatigue can increase tibial shear strain during walking in dogs (Yoshikawa 

et al. 1994), and may increase bone stresses in humans during athletic activities (Benazzo et al. 

1992; Clement 1974).  

Aging is another factor that can alter muscle forces and potentially affect bone strains. 

For example, aging is known to cause changes in joint kinetics during gait (Anderson 2010; 

DeVita and Hortobagyi 2000; Judge et al. 1996; Kerrigan et al. 1998; Silder et al. 2008), which 

may indicate that older adults have different muscle forces than young adults during gait.  Hip 

fractures, or fractures of the proximal femur, are common injuries in older adults that can lead to 

reduced quality of life (Magaziner et al. 2000; OTA 1994) and increased mortality rates 

(Magaziner et al. 2000; OTA 1994; Zuckerman 1996). As such, maintaining adequate strength in 

the proximal femur is important for maintaining good health in older adults. Age differences in 

muscle forces could lead to age differences in loading of the proximal femur. It is possible that 
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these differences could ultimately alter the strength of the proximal femur through remodeling or 

material fatigue damage.  

Because of the high incidence of hip fractures in older adults and the potential role that 

muscle forces have in the strength of the proximal femur, it would seem important to understand 

the effect of in vivo muscle forces on strains in the proximal femur.  Such information may lead 

to interventions that strengthen the proximal femur by manipulating muscle forces thorough 

training. This study examined the sensitivity of femoral strains to variations in applied muscle 

forces, which has implications for remodeling processes and material fatigue in bone. Muscle 

forces during walking were determined by static optimization, and applied to a finite element 

model of the femur. At the points during gait of peak strains in the proximal femur, muscle force 

inputs were perturbed and the resulting changes in strain determined. It was hypothesized that for 

one or more of the muscles examined, increasing the muscle force would result in a decrease in 

strains in the proximal femur. 

Methods 
 
 A finite element model of the femur with realistic loading conditions applied was used to 

investigate the effect of different muscle forces on strains in the proximal femur. A single 

participant (82 year old female, height 157.5 cm, mass 62.1 kg) was used from a previous study 

investigating age differences in strains in the proximal femur during gait (Anderson 2010). 

Methods that have been reported in Anderson (2010) are only summarized here. Body motion 

and ground reaction force data were collected during a single gait trial while the participant 

walked at 1.1 m/s with a step length of 0.65 m. These data were used in estimating muscle forces 

during gait with static optimization and a musculoskeletal model in OpenSim (Delp et al. 2007). 

The estimated forces were applied to a finite element model of the femur. The finite element 
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model was obtained from the public dataset of the VAKHUM project (Van Sint Jan 2008) and 

geometrically scaled to match the size of the participant. The model had 17696 linear hexahedral 

elements and 217 isotropic materials with Young’s modulus ranging from 0.66 to 27.07 GPa to 

model material non-homogeneity.  

Baseline loading conditions were taken at the points in time at which peak maximum 

principal strains occur in the proximal femur. Peak maximum principal strains in the sub-

trochanteric region and femoral neck 

occurred at 55% and 86% of the gait 

cycle, respectively (Figure 6.1), and 

both of these times were used as 

baseline conditions. A perturbation 

analysis was used to investigate the 

effect of varying muscle forces 

individually on the strain in the 

proximal femur.  Perturbations were 

applied to forces representing 11 

muscles that attach to the femur and 

cross the hip joint (Figure 6.2): gluteus 

maximus (GMAX), gluteus medius (GMED), gluteus minimus (GMIN), ilio-psoas (IP), 

piriformis (PIR), adductor magnus (ADM), adductor brevis (ADB), adductor longus (ADL), 

gemellus (GEM), quadratus femoris (QF), and pectineus (PECT). Baseline muscle forces are 

presented in Table 6.1. Perturbations of ±10% and ±20% of the baseline force were applied one 

at a time, and the model solved using Abaqus (Dassault Systèmes Simulia Corp., Providence, RI, 

 
Figure 6.1: Maximum principal strains in the 
superior femoral neck (black) and lateral sub-
trochanteric region (grey) throughout the gait cycle. 
These locations had the largest peak strains in the 
femoral neck and sub-trochanteric regions, with peaks 
occurring at 55% and 86% of gait. 
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USA). The IP force represented the combined force of the iliacus and psoas major muscles, 

which attached to the femur at the same location. Four of the muscles (GMAX, GMED, GMIN 

and ADM) were modeled with three lines of actions, and thus represented as three different 

forces applied to the model. For these muscles, the perturbations were applied for all lines of 

action together.  

 
Figure 6.2: Illustrations of muscle lines of action in the musculoskeletal model for muscles 
attaching to the femur that cross the hip. Forces for these muscles were perturbed in the finite 
element model to examine their effect on strains. 
 
 

Table 6.1: Baseline muscle forces (N) applied to the model, representing loading at 55% and 
86% of the gait cycle 
Muscle GMAX GMED GMIN IP PIR ADM ADB ADL GEM QF PECT 
55% Gait 344.24 1169.62 190.52 19.48 68.92 5.17 2.09 3.87 1.60 2.05 1.56 
86% Gait 30.63 734.96 163.05 1132.25 20.36 7.23 2.79 6.00 1.70 3.36 2.21 
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Fixed boundary conditions were applied at the hip and forces were applied at the knee 

based on previous finite element results. In our previous study (Anderson 2010), the finite 

element model was fixed at the knee, and time-varying hip joint forces calculated from the 

musculoskeletal model were applied to the femoral head throughout the course of the gait cycle.  

However, in this study it was important that the femoral head be fixed in order to allow 

perturbations in muscle forces to cause changes in hip joint reaction forces and more realistically 

affect strains in the proximal femur.  Thus, femoral head displacements were specified as those 

determined previously. Similarly, the forces applied at the knee were the reaction forces 

determined previously. These boundary conditions produced equivalent strains and hip joint 

reaction forces to the previous approach.  

Strains were investigated at a total of eight locations, four in the femoral neck and four in 

the sub-trochanteric (Figure 6.3). Maximum principal and maximum shear strains were 

determined at each location of interest on the femur for each baseline and perturbed loading 

condition. To examine the relative importance of muscles forces to strain, percent change in 

strain versus percent change in muscle forces was determined. However, because muscle forces 

varied by several orders of magnitude, a given percent change in a larger muscle forces would 

logically be more likely to cause a larger change in strain than the same percent change in a 

smaller muscle force. Thus, the sensitivity of strain to a muscle forces in an absolute sense (με 

/N) was also determined. The sensitivity of strain to muscle force was determined as slope of the 

strain versus muscle force line, using a least-squares approach to fit a line to the data.  
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Figure 6.3: Anterior and posterior views of the proximal portion of the femur finite element 
model. Black areas indicate locations at which strains were examined: superior, anterior, inferior 
and posterior femoral neck, and lateral, anterior, medial and posterior sub-trochanteric region. 

Results 
 
 In general, strains in the proximal femur when baseline muscle forces were applied were 

larger in the sub-trochanteric region than in the femoral neck (Table 6.2).  The highest maximum 

principal strain among the four locations investigated in the femoral neck occurred on the 

superior side, and the highest maximum shear strain occurred on the inferior side, both at 86% of 

gait. The highest maximum principal strain among the four locations investigated in the sub-

trochanteric region occurred on the lateral side, and the highest maximum shear strain occurred 

on the medial side, both at 55% of gait.  
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Table 6.2: Strain (με) in femoral neck (FN) and sub-trochanteric region (ST) of the femur when 
baseline muscle forces were applied.  
 55% Gait Cycle 86% Gait Cycle 
Strain Max Principal Max Shear Max Principal Max Shear 
FN – Superior 2202 1454 2508 1657 
FN – Anterior 336 400 202 367 
FN – Inferior 985 2074 1076 2258 
FN – Posterior 422 768 299 517 
ST – Lateral  4347 2871 3635 2373 
ST – Anterior 1422 1691 186 359 
ST – Medial  1575 3184 1367 2707 
ST – Posterior  1537 1321 819 656 
  

Only a subset of muscles (GMAX, GMED, GMIN, IP and PIR) produced changes in 

strain of more than 1% in the femoral neck with a 20% force perturbation (Figure 6.4).  These 

muscles exhibited a near-linear relationship between muscle force and strain over the ranges 

investigated.  Increasing GMAX force increased strains on the anterior and posterior femoral 

neck at 55% of gait cycle. Increasing GMED force decreased strains on the superior, anterior and 

inferior sides of the femoral neck, but increased strain on the posterior side. GMIN followed a 

similar pattern to GMED, but had a smaller effect. Increasing IP force only had an effect at 86% 

of gait cycle, when it decreased strains in the posterior femoral neck, but increased strains at the 

other locations. Increasing PIR force caused small increases in strains in the anterior and 

posterior femoral neck at 55% of gait cycle, but a small decrease in maximum principal strain in 

the posterior femoral neck at 86% of gait cycle.  
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Figure 6.4: Percent change in baseline strains in the femoral neck relative to percent change in 
baseline muscle forces. Results are shown for both maximum principal (MP) and maximum 
shear (MS) strains at 55% and 86% of the gait cycle. Muscles that produced less than 1% change 
in strain with 20% change in muscle force have been omitted. 

 

Similarly, only a subset of muscles (GMAX, GMED, and IP) produced changes in strain 

of more than 1% in the sub-trochanteric region with a 20% force perturbation (Figure 6.5). A 

near-linear relationship was also found here between force and strain over the ranges 

investigated.  Increasing GMAX force increased maximum shear strain on the posterior side at 

55% of gait cycle, but had no effect elsewhere. Increasing GMED force increased strain at all 

locations, and it was the only muscle to affect strains in the lateral and medial sub-trochanteric 

regions. Increasing IP force decreased strains on the anterior and posterior side at 86% of gait 

cycle.  
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Figure 6.5: Percent change in baseline strains in the sub-trochanteric region relative to percent 
change in baseline muscle forces. Results are shown for both maximum principal (MP) and 
maximum shear (MS) strains at 55% and 86% of the gait cycle. Muscles that produced less than 
1% change in strain with 20% change in muscle force have been omitted. 
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The sensitivities of strains to muscle forces varied from -2.06 με/N to 2.25 με/N among 

the four locations investigated in the femoral neck (Table 6.3). The superior femoral neck was 

quite sensitive to muscle forces, particularly GMED, GMIN, PIR, ADB, and GEM which all 

displayed sensitivities with magnitudes greater than 1 με/N. The anterior femoral neck showed 

more variability in strain sensitivity, and only GEM and QF had sensitivities with magnitudes 

greater than 1 με/N. The inferior femoral neck was most sensitive to ADB, followed by ADL and 

PECT. The posterior femoral neck was most sensitive to GMAX, followed by QF, GEM and 

PIR, all of which had sensitivities with magnitudes greater than 1 με/N. 

The sensitivities of strains to muscle forces varied from -0.63 με/N to 0.68 με/N among 

the four locations investigated in the sub-trochanteric region (Table 6.3). The lateral sub-

trochanteric region was most sensitive to ADL, followed by GMIN and GMED. The anterior 

sub-trochanteric region was the relatively insensitive to most muscle forces, with the largest 

magnitude sensitivities occurring for GEM. The medial sub-trochanteric region was most 

sensitive to ADL followed by ADB and ADM. The posterior sub-trochanteric region was most 

sensitive to PECT, followed by ADB.  
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Table 6.3: Sensitivities (με/N) of maximum principal (MP) and maximum shear (MS, shaded 
cells) strains to muscle forces at different locations in the proximal femur at 55% and 86% of 
gait cycle. The largest magnitude positive and negative sensitivities in each row are in bold. 

Muscle GMAX GMED GMIN IP PIR ADM ADB ADL GEM QF PECT 
Superior Femoral Neck 

MP 55% -0.487 -1.548 -1.990 0.355 -1.376 -0.060 1.618 0.838 -1.366 0.049 0.765 
MP 86% -0.626 -1.640 -2.060 0.539 -0.907 0.506 1.607 0.880 -0.817 0.521 0.729 
MS 55% -0.350 -1.050 -1.347 0.257 -0.896 -0.046 1.065 0.577 -0.873 0.048 0.517 
MS 86% -0.419 -1.078 -1.354 0.358 -0.605 0.314 1.009 0.558 -0.620 0.307 0.420 

Anterior Femoral Neck 
MP 55% 0.856 -0.213 -0.467 0.237 0.869 0.398 -0.070 0.224 1.831 1.636 0.459 
MP 86% 0.111 0.224 0.511 0.419 0.701 0.125 -0.217 0.342 0.357 0.199 0.144 
MS 55% 0.245 -0.165 -0.194 0.533 0.576 0.310 -0.086 0.462 1.169 0.823 0.518 
MS 86% -0.549 -0.025 0.412 0.708 0.339 0.214 -0.046 0.589 0.085 -0.043 0.382 

Inferior Femoral Neck 
MP 55% -0.107 -0.227 -0.254 0.204 -0.177 0.064 0.557 0.355 -0.263 -0.017 0.322 
MP 86% -0.136 -0.278 -0.319 0.245 -0.148 0.235 0.556 0.328 -0.194 0.104 0.303 
MS 55% -0.191 -0.459 -0.522 0.416 -0.348 0.159 1.210 0.762 -0.480 0.025 0.720 
MS 86% -0.248 -0.553 -0.645 0.495 -0.281 0.522 1.220 0.721 -0.294 0.270 0.713 

Posterior Femoral Neck 
MP 55% 1.068 0.281 -0.082 -0.264 0.623 0.252 0.215 -0.267 1.044 1.343 0.116 
MP 86% -0.289 -0.336 -0.192 -0.452 -1.465 0.113 -0.016 0.041 -1.719 -1.735 -0.149 
MS 55% 2.252 0.789 0.093 -0.705 1.088 0.550 0.291 -0.633 1.553 2.204 -0.003 
MS 86% 1.126 0.572 0.335 -0.771 -0.705 0.110 -0.178 -0.283 -1.179 -1.231 -0.366 

 
Lateral Sub-trochanteric Region 

MP 55% 0.208 0.354 0.386 -0.094 0.260 0.193 0.310 0.587 0.113 -0.141 -0.238 
MP 86% 0.272 0.429 0.490 -0.101 0.180 0.257 0.337 0.597 -0.006 -0.265 -0.149 
MS 55% 0.150 0.233 0.252 -0.064 0.171 0.132 0.224 0.389 0.100 -0.068 -0.122 
MS 86% 0.183 0.281 0.320 -0.068 0.118 0.168 0.222 0.393 0.003 -0.171 -0.093 

Anterior Sub-trochanteric Region 
MP 55% 0.102 0.052 0.072 0.054 0.056 0.050 0.100 0.119 0.457 0.297 0.379 
MP 86% 0.129 0.048 0.001 -0.098 -0.009 0.065 0.033 0.128 -0.032 -0.031 -0.068 
MS 55% 0.197 0.114 0.086 -0.094 0.071 0.135 0.115 0.283 0.404 0.317 0.244 
MS 86% 0.294 0.114 0.011 -0.222 -0.012 0.133 0.053 0.284 -0.051 -0.060 -0.141 

Medial Sub-trochanteric Region 
MP 55% 0.126 0.118 0.128 -0.026 0.087 0.182 0.272 0.344 0.088 -0.005 0.225 
MP 86% 0.104 0.144 0.173 -0.012 0.067 0.213 0.265 0.332 0.024 -0.077 0.154 
MS 55% 0.258 0.232 0.262 -0.025 0.177 0.376 0.535 0.679 0.144 -0.058 0.395 
MS 86% 0.193 0.277 0.340 -0.013 0.130 0.424 0.513 0.647 0.024 -0.162 0.301 

Posterior Sub-trochanteric Region 
MP 55% 0.214 0.220 0.115 -0.319 0.100 0.083 0.372 0.419 0.301 0.346 0.379 
MP 86% 0.119 0.091 -0.012 -0.219 -0.035 -0.153 -0.343 -0.012 -0.103 -0.086 -0.632 
MS 55% 0.205 0.140 0.089 -0.156 0.076 0.121 0.470 0.348 0.392 0.341 0.588 
MS 86% -0.056 0.011 -0.027 -0.081 -0.028 -0.132 -0.295 -0.077 -0.065 -0.040 -0.494 
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Discussion 
 

The purpose of this study was to examine the sensitivity of femoral strains to variation in 

applied muscle forces. Baseline loading conditions were estimated at two points in time 

corresponding to peak maximum principal strains in the proximal femur of an 82 year old female 

during gait.  The muscle forces examined here affected strains in the femoral neck and, to a 

lesser extent, strains in the sub-trochanteric region. Strains in the femoral neck were highest on 

the superior and inferior sides. These locations were particularly sensitive to the hip abductors 

(GMED and GMIN) and adductors (ADM, ADB and ADL). The hip abductors tended to 

decrease strain with increased force, while the adductors tended to increase strain with increased 

force. However, adductor forces were relatively low at these points in time, and so had little 

overall effect on strain. Strains in the sub-trochanteric region under the same walking conditions 

were highest on the lateral and medial sides. These locations were less sensitive to muscle forces 

than the femoral neck, but most sensitive to hip adductors. However, the GMED was the only 

muscle examined to produce more than a 1% change in strains at these locations with a 20% 

change in muscle force.  

While most effects were fairly linear, there were exceptions. For example, the anterior 

and posterior femoral neck at 86% of gait cycle showed distinctly nonlinear variation with 

GMED force. This was the result of the direction of maximum principal strain changing from 

along the length of the femoral neck (caused by bending) to along the radius of the femoral neck 

(caused by compression). It should be noted that maximum principal strain was quite low at 

these locations, indicating that there was very little bending of the femoral neck in the anterior-

posterior direction. The effect of the various muscles on strain was also not always consistent 

between the two time points investigated. For example, the posterior femoral neck had a positive 
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sensitivity to QF at 55% of gait cycle, but a negative sensitivity at 86%. This may be explained 

by differences in hip joint angles between these two time points.  At 55% of gait cycle the hip 

was at 21.7° flexion, and at 86% of gait cycle the hip was at 14.3° extension.  These differences 

in hip angle influence the directions of the lines of action of muscle forces applied to the femur. 

It is interesting to note that our previous work (Anderson 2010) showed that young adults 

have greater maximum principal and maximum shear strains than older adults at the posterior 

femoral neck at 86% of the gait cycle. The present study indicates that these differences may 

result from a lower IP force, lower GMED force, or possibly a higher GMED force in young 

adults. Young adults also showed significantly lower strains in the posterior sub-trochanteric 

region at mid-stance (65% of gait cycle), although not at the time points examined here 

(Anderson 2010). However, strains in this location are decreased by IP force at both 55% and 

86% of gait. Furthermore, IP force is small at 55% of gait, but large at 86% of gait. Thus, this 

age difference in strain may be in part due to an earlier onset of IP force in young adults. 

However, further work is needed to confirm these possible explanations of age differences in 

strains. 

Muscle forces in vivo are often estimated using a static optimization approach. While this 

approach can provide reasonable estimates of muscle forces, it depends critically on calculated 

joint torques (Patriarco et al. 1981) and hence the accuracy of data collection. Muscle forces also 

vary depending on model parameters such as muscle attachment points (Rohrle et al. 1984), 

muscle cross-sectional area (Brand et al. 1986) and joint kinematics (Glitsch and Baumann 

1997). Therefore, muscle force estimates vary with experimental and modeling errors. In 

addition to highlighting how varying muscle forces can alter strains, this study also shows that 

finite element results will be affected by errors in muscle inputs.  
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Several limitations to this study warrant discussion. Only muscles attached directly to the 

femur were included in the loading conditions, and the muscle attachment locations were 

simplified to match the musculoskeletal model. There are other muscle forces that could affect 

strains in the proximal femur that were not examined in the perturbation analysis. It is possible 

that other muscles attaching to the femur, such as the vasti, could have effects on the proximal 

femur, although they were excluded here because they do not cross the hip. However, of perhaps 

greater importance are two-joint muscles that cross both the hip and knee, such as the biceps 

femoris long head, semitendinosus, semimembranosus, sartorius, tensor fasciae latae and rectus 

femorus. The effects of these muscles were indirectly included in this model through the 

boundary conditions at the hip and knee. However, this approach precluded including these 

muscles in the perturbation analysis performed here. Forces due to muscle wrapping may also 

play a role and were not included. In addition to muscles, the forces produced by the ligaments 

of the hip joint capsule have been shown to affect stresses in the femoral neck (Rudman et al. 

2006), although inclusion of these forces would not be expected to greatly affect the strain 

sensitivities determined here.  

In conclusion, this study quantified the relationship between selected lower extremity 

muscle forces and strains in the proximal femur. Strains in the femoral neck during gait were 

influenced by several muscles, and to the largest extent by the hip abductors. Strains in the sub-

trochanteric region were generally greater in magnitude than in the femoral neck, but less 

sensitive to changes in muscle forces. These results show the importance of muscle loading to 

the strain state of the femoral neck in particular. Future studies could expand on this to determine 

the strain sensitivity to two-joint muscles crossing both the hip and knee. In addition, these 

results will support future work in understanding and preventing hip fractures. Knowing the 
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importance of different muscle forces to strains in the proximal femur may contribute to the 

development of exercises that purposefully apply strains to specific locations on the femur with 

the goal of stimulating bone remodeling to increase bone density and strength and reduce the risk 

of hip fracture.  
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Chapter 7 – Conclusions and Future Work 
 

Conclusions 
 

Three studies have been performed to examine age-related differences in walking, 

the resulting differences in strains in the proximal femur, and the effects of individual 

muscles forces on femoral strains. Study 1 used experimental gait analysis to evaluate age 

differences in peak joint torques during walking while controlling gait speed and step 

length. In Study 2 muscle forces during gait were determined using static optimization, 

and applied to finite element models of the femur to examine the effects of age 

differences in loading on strains in the proximal femur. Finally, Study 3 examined the 

effect of individual muscles on femoral strains in the proximal femur by perturbing 

individual muscle forces applied to a finite element model and determining the resulting 

change in strain.  

Study 1 demonstrated that age differences in gait kinetics, specifically peak joint 

torques, are not fully explained by older adults selecting slower gait speed and shorter 

step length while walking. Furthermore, the study supports the idea put forth by DeVita 

and Hortobagyi (2000) that older adults shift function in gait proximally, with reduced 

contributions from the ankle plantar flexors, and increased contributions from the hip 

extensors. Interactions between age and speed in plantar flexor and hip extensor torques 

also indicated that older adults utilized a different neuromuscular strategy than young 

adults to vary the speed of their gait. This was the first study to examine age differences 

in gait kinetics while controlling both speed and step length. It will be submitted to the 
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Journals of Gerontology. Series A, Biological Sciences and Medical Sciences for 

publication.  

Study 2 examined differences in strains in the femoral neck and sub-trochanteric 

region of the femur due to age differences in loading during gait. Strains were found to be 

lower in older adults in the posterior femoral neck during late stance phase, and lower in 

young adults in the posterior sub-trochanteric region in mid-stance, although strain 

magnitudes were relatively low in these locations. No age differences were observed for 

the largest magnitude strains. However, peak hip joint contact forces were 18% lower in 

older adults than young adults. This may indicate that young adults are better able to 

balance loads on the femur, and thus apply larger muscle forces during push-off without 

increasing strains. However, it cannot be concluded from this study that age differences 

in loading during gait place older adults at greater risk for hip fracture. This study is 

thought to be the first to examine age differences in the femur using finite element 

modeling. It will be submitted to the Annals of Biomedical Engineering for publication. 

Study 3 showed that strains in the femoral neck are quite sensitive to muscle 

forces during gait. In particular, increasing hip abductor forces decreases the largest 

magnitude tensile and shear strains in the femoral neck. Strains in the sub-trochanteric 

region tend to be larger than those in the femoral neck, and less sensitive to muscle 

forces. The results of this study provide an important piece in understanding the various 

factors that contribute to strains in the femur, and may help future efforts in 

understanding the causes of and preventing hip fractures in older adults. While other 

studies have demonstrated the importance of applying realistic muscle loads to finite 

element models of the femur, this is believed to be the first study that has directly 
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examined the effect of individual muscle forces on strains in the proximal femur. This 

study will be submitted to the Journal of Biomechanics for publication. 

Future Work 
 
 The three studies presented in this dissertation represent the early results of a 

larger project. Thus, there is much additional work that can be done with the data 

collected. Generally, future work in this project will continue to examine age differences 

in joint kinetics, muscle forces and femoral strains during gait. This section outlines 

several expected future studies, as well as other possible future work. 

 Study 1 study examined age differences in peak joint torques while controlling 

speed and step length. There are several other measures of gait kinetics that have been 

used in the literature, particularly joint angular impulse, peak joint power, and joint work. 

With our data, any of these measures could be calculated and analyzed as well. As a 

follow-up to Study 1, we hope to complete and publish a similar study examining age 

differences in joint work. This will provide additional information on age differences in 

gait kinetics independent of speed and step length, hopefully yielding better 

understanding of neuromuscular changes that occur with aging. 

 In this dissertation, loading for the finite element models during gait was 

determined by static optimization from individualized musculoskeletal models. In the 

course of this work, it became clear that a logical supporting study would be an 

examination of age differences in muscle forces themselves during gait. All 20 

participants from Study 1 will be included, requiring the development of musculoskeletal 

models for the participants not included in Study 2. This study will be the performed in 

the year following the completion of this dissertation. Not only will this extend 
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examinations of age differences in gait kinetics, such as Study 1, into the area of muscle 

forces, it will provide support for studies such as Study 2 that utilize muscle forces from 

different age groups in finite element models  

Another possible direction to pursue is an examination of age differences in 

relative effort during gait. Older adults use more of their aerobic capacity to walk than 

young adults (Waters et al. 1983), which may indicate that they are using more of their 

available strength. Using the strength measurements taken with the Biodex, and based on 

our previous work (Anderson et al. 2007; Bieryla et al. 2009), relative effort during gait 

could be assessed in terms of joint torques. Alternatively, this relative effort could be 

assessed in terms of muscle forces determined using OpenSim models. With either 

approach, this study could help us understand whether strength plays a role in the shift of 

function from ankle to hip during gait in older adults.  

In Study 2, age differences in strains in the proximal femur were examined during 

gait. In the gait condition used for the study, both speed and step length were controlled. 

This was to make sure that age differences in strain were not the result of differences in 

speed and step length between participants. However, it could also be reasonably argued 

that strains during self-selected gait would be more representative of strains that occur in 

reality. Thus, age differences in strains during self-selected gait will be investigated in a 

study similar to Study 2. This study will be performed in the year following the 

completion of this dissertation. 

The finite element models used in Study 2 were based on a single model of the 

femur from the VAKHUM project (Van Sint Jan 2008), and geometrically scaled to 

individualize them based on the lengths of the femoral neck axis and the total femur. 
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However, the scaling process could be improved by taking into account other details of 

femoral geometry. For example, femoral neck and shaft diameters could be determined 

from the DXA scans and included in the scaling process.  In addition, the model material 

properties were left the same for all the models in this work. This was intentional, as we 

wanted to examine the effects of age differences in loading, and differences in material 

properties could have confounded this. However, more realistic individualized material 

property values could also be determined based on the DXA scans. Such models would 

more realistically represent the femurs of the participants, and could be used in an 

examination of actual age differences in strain, as opposed to differences due solely to 

age differences in loading.   

 While the loading and boundary conditions in Studies 2 and 3 included all major 

muscle forces for muscles attached to the femur, there are a variety of ways they could be 

improved. For example, muscle forces could possibly be distributed more realistically. 

The effect of muscle wrapping and two-joint muscles could be included. Forces due to 

capsular ligaments could be added. In addition, the boundary conditions could be made 

more realistic. For example, fixed boundary conditions at the distal femur, while 

acceptable for the purposes Study 2, did not realistically depict the interface of the femur 

at the knee. The possibilities for improving the realism of loading and boundary 

conditions could allow for a number of additional finite element studies. In particular, we 

hope to expand on the results of Study 3 with the inclusion of muscle wrapping and two-

joint muscles in the model.  
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Appendix C – Data Collection Sheets 
 

Gait Data Collection Sheet 
 
Subject #:      
Date:       
Start Time:      
 
Gait Data Collection Session: Setup Checklist 
 
□. Restart Vicon computer 
□. Turn on:  (allow 30 minutes to warm up) 
 - Vicon datastation    - Force plate amp (Donald) 

- Treadmill for pacing  
 
□.  Open workstation software and create Vicon directory with subject number  
□.  Start new subsession. Set the default marker file: gait_test.mkr 
□.  Close blinds 
□.  Calibrate Vicon cameras 
 Make sure calibration is adequate: 
  System > Calibrate cameras 
  Wand visibility > 70% 
  Static reproducibility < 1.0   
□.  Set Up video Camera.  
 Make sure it is centered on force plate & plug in Firewire cable 
□.  Check Vicon data collection setting 
 System > Video setup 
  Video sampling rate:  100Hz 
 System > Analog setup 
  Analog sampling rate:  1000Hz  
  Collection channels 13 – 18 (Donald) 
 System > Movie setup 
  Device: Microsoft DV Camera and VCR 

Mode:   DirectX (DV)  
  Codec:  Microsoft Video 1 
□.  Check forceplate: not in contact with platform, level 
□.  Check forceplate (Donald) amp settings: Excitation Voltage = 5. 

From Mz down:  CCOC; CCOC; CCOC; CCOC; CCOC; CCOO.    
□.  Set up pacing belt across lab  
□.  Set up free walking carpet on walkway. Have SL carpet ready to go. 
□.  Once everything is warmed up: 

• Collect a baseline trial with nothing on the forceplate:     
□.  Get supplies ready: 
 □ Lab clothes    □ Scale, tape, large calipers   
 □ Coflex (for wrapping)   □ Money 
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 □ Reflective markers (36)  □ Rope 
□. Randomize order for walking trials using randomize.m. Note order in collection sheet. 

     1.2 m/s, SL free   
     1.5 m/s, SL free   
     1.2 m/s, SL = 0.65 m   
     1.5 m/s, SL = 0.65 m   
  
Gait Data Collection Session: Experimental Protocol 
 
□ 1.  Show subject the lab and explain equipment, walkway, and background of lab 

□ 2.  Give summary of study and protocol 

□ 3.  Obtain informed consent. Ask subject if we may record video. Would they mind if 
we used video in presentations? ( Y / N ) 
□ 4.  Give subject proper clothing in which to change (shorts, tank top) and show them 
to the rest room. Place signs on doors. 
□ 5.  Ask subject to remove shoes 

□ 6.  Collect information from subject: 
Age:       Gender:     

 Height:      (cm)  Weight:     (kg) 
Head circumference:     
Neck circumference:     
C7 height:    
Acromion height:    
Shoulder height:    
Shoulder to shoulder width (centers):     
Chest height:     
L3L4 height:     
Waist circumference:     
Hip height:     
Thigh length (hip to tibial plateau):    
Hip level torso circumference:    
ASIS width:     
Mid-thigh circumference:    
Leg length (tibial plateau to lat malleolus):     
Leg maximum circumference:    
Lateral malleolus height:    
Axis depth at chest (back to hip-shoulder axis):     
Axis depth at mid-chest L3L4 (back to hip-shoulder axis):    
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Axis depth at L3L4 (back to hip-shoulder axis):     
Hip to shoulder angle (+ when shoulder anterior to hip):    
Head width:    
Head depth:    
Shoulder level trunk depth:     
Chest level trunk depth:    
Mid-chest L3L4 trunk depth:    
L3L4 level trunk depth:    
Chest level trunk width:    
Mid-chest L3L4 trunk width:    
L3L4 level trunk width:    
Knee width (lateral to medial epicondyle):     
Ankle width (lateral to medial malleolus):     
Foot length:     

 
□ 7.  Check subject’s shoes for reflection. Apply reflective markers (36). 
Feet (L and R, 8 markers) 
 □ R calcaneous* 
 □ R 1st metatarsal head* 
 □ R top of foot* 
 □ R 5th metatarsal head* 
 □ L calcaneous* 
 □ L 1st metatarsal head* 
 □ L top of foot* 
 □ L 5th metatarsal head* 
 
Thighs (L and R, 10 markers) 
 □ R mid-thigh† (3 markers: 2  
  anterior, 1 lateral) * 
 □ R lateral femoral epicondyle  
 □ R medial femoral epicondyle  
 □ L mid-thigh† (3 markers: 2  
  anterior, 1 lateral) * 
 □ L lateral femoral epicondyle  
 □ L medial femoral epicondyle  

Shanks (L and R, 10 markers) 
 □ R mid-shank† (3 markers: 2 
  anterior, 1 lateral) * 
 □ R medial malleolus  
 □ R lateral malleolus 
 □ L mid-shank† (3 markers: 2 
  anterior, 1 lateral) * 
 □ L medial malleolus  
 □ L lateral malleolus 
 
Pelvis† (4 markers) 
 □ R ASIS* 
 □ L ASIS* 
 □ R PSIS* 
 □ L PSIS* 
 
Trunk (4 markers) 
  □ T1 
 □ Sternal notch 
 □ R acromian 
 □ L acromian 

* Apply markers directly with carpet tape. †Wrap with coflex. 
 
□ 8.  Collect static calibration trials (subject standing on Donald in anatomical position) 
  Trial number(s):      
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Make sure markers are visible in static calibration. If necessary, redo the static 
calibration. 
 
□ 9.  Hang balance rope from track. Collect functional joint center calibration trial 
(subject standing on force plate) 
 Instruct subject: Now we will have you perform a series of motions that will help 
us in analyzing your movements during walking.  I will demonstrate each motion, and 
have you mimic my movements. 
  Demonstrate motions as subject moves: 

Hip (L and R):  flex, extend, abduct, adduct, circumduct. (Knee 
remains largely extended). 

  Knee (L and R): flex, extend, flex hip and knee, extend hip and knee. 
Ankle (L and R): plantar flex (raise heel), dorsiflex, invert, evert, 

raise foot off floor, circumduct. 
Lumbar:  Lean forward, lean back (hyperextend), lean left, 

lean right, circumduct. 
 
Trial number(s):      

 
□ 10.  Self-selected gait trial 

Instruct Subject: Now we will have you walk several times down the walkway at a 
normal walking pace.  Start with your toes at the number I indicate. When I say “go”, 
begin walking, leading off with your right foot. When you reach the other end of the 
walkway, (next to treadmill), you may return to the start.  

Allow a few practice walks on the walkway; dial in starting location so that right 
foot is hitting force plate.  

 
Starting point:                           
  
Collect self-selected gait trial 
Trial number(s):      

 
 
Controlled Gait trials. 
Instruct subject: In these tests, the treadmill will move this belt at a set speed. You will 
walk down the walkway, matching pace with the green mark on the belt. (I prefer to walk 
a little bit behind the mark, following it). When I tell you, walk the next time the marks go 
by.  
 
 
Note: Gait velocity will be checked by examining the mean velocity of a pelvis marker 
from the trial in Vicon (Graph, Velocity). Acceptable trials will be within 0.965 – 1.065 
of the desired velocity. This is a range of ±5%, shifted up by 1.5% to account for 
difference between forward velocity and the total velocity of the marker seen in Vicon. 
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Free step length:  Start with your toes on the line I indicate and your start off with your 
right foot (as before). 
 
Controlled step length: Start with your left foot on the back stripe and your right foot on 
next, and try to step only on the white stripes while walking. 
 
□ 11.  Controlled Trial:  Speed 1.1 m/s; step length not set. Perform this trial    
 

Change carpets if needed. 
Set treadmill to 1.1 m/s ≈ 2.5 mph.   

 Allow several practice trials to get subject comfortable. 
 Collect 3 controlled gait trials. 
 Check velocity of R ASIS marker. Accept if between 1.0615 – 1.1715 m/s. 
 
 Record numbers of accepted trials:       
  
□ 12.  Controlled Trial: Speed 1.5 m/s; step length not set.  Perform this trial    

 
Change carpets if needed. 
Set treadmill to 1.5 m/s ≈ 3.4 mph. 

 Allow several practice trials to get subject comfortable. 
 Collect 3 controlled gait trials. 
 Check velocity of R ASIS marker. Accept if between 1.4475 – 1.5975 m/s. 
 
 Record numbers of accepted trials:       
 
□ 13.  Controlled Trial: Speed 1.1 m/s; step length 0.65 m.  Perform this trial    

 
Change carpets if needed. 
Set treadmill to 1.1 m/s ≈ 2.5 mph. 

 Allow several practice trials to get subject comfortable. 
 Collect 3 controlled gait trials. 
 Check velocity of R ASIS marker. Accept if between 1.0615 – 1.1715 m/s. 
 
 Record numbers of accepted trials:       
 
□ 14.  Controlled Trial: Speed 1.5 m/s; step length 0.65 m.  Perform this trial    

 
Change carpets if needed. 
Set treadmill to 1.5 m/s ≈ 3.4 mph. 

 Allow several practice trials to get subject comfortable. 
 Collect 3 controlled gait trials. 
 Check velocity of R ASIS marker. Accept if between 1.4475 – 1.5975 m/s. 
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 Record numbers of accepted trials:       
 
□ 15.  Remove markers from subject. 

□ 16.  Have subject change out of lab clothes. 

□ 17.  Thank subject, pay them, and see them out. 

□ 18.  Transfer Vicon files to network drive: Y:\Projects\Age_gait 

□ 19.  Turn off equipment: 
- Vicon datastation    - Force plate amp (Donald) 
- Treadmill  

 
□ 20.  Lay carpets flat on walkway 

□ 21.  Wrap up pacing belt 

□ 22.  Re-tape reflective markers:  24 carpet tape only, 12 carpet and transpore tape. 
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DXA and Strength Data Collection Sheet 
 
Session 2: DXA Scanning and Strength Testing Setup Checklist 
 
 
□.  Rack position (height and backrest): 
 From Anthropometry:  Hip height:  ________cm  
     L3L4 depth: ________
Hip height 

cm 
>97.0 92.2-97.0  87.5-92.2 82.7-87.5 78 – 82.7 <78 

Rack Height 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 

Rack Backrest position # = 0.903 + 0.105*L3L4 depth =    
 Set Backrest Height and Position 
 Measure Backrest Height, BH (floor to lower edge)  ________cm 
 
□.  Stuff: 

 Tailor tape and tape measure  Calculator 
Angle Finder     Rod 
Drill      9/16 socket & wrench 
Leg Brace    Metal Goniometer 
Money     Jump Drive 
 

□.  Plug in cord in 111. Run cord across hall; put cable guard down. Plug in Biodex. 
□. Turn on Biodex 
□.  Calibrate Biodex (equip_baseline_new.vi) 
 Position Baseline: _____   Position Coef:  _____ 
 
 Torque Baseline:  _____   Torque Coef:   _____ 
 
 
□.   Start data collection VI (GaitAgeStudy3.vi). Set Torque and Position Baselines and 
Scale factors. Usual sampling rate is 200 Hz. 
 
□.   Set sampling rate and data filename in vi. 

Data file name: 
    ↑subject # 

\ankle      .txt  

 
 

□.  Put ankle attachment on Biodex. Put on leg support. 
         
□.  Get out hip attachment on long shoulder device. 
  
□.  Get out right knee attachment. 
  
□.  Adjust the leg brace:  Mid-thigh circumference_________cm. 
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    Leg max circumference__________cm. 
  
AGE & GAIT STUDY 
Session 2 Data Collection Sheet  (Modified 10/01/2008) 
 
Subject #:      
Date:       
 
Start Time:      
 
Time for DXA scan:    .  If there’s a problem, call 1-8299 
 
□ 1.  Greet Subject. Thank them for coming back. Describe testing session to them. 

□ 2.  Take measurements for hip testing positioning (shoes on) 
  Trochanter Height (TR): _________ cm 
  ASIS Height (ASIS):  _________ cm 

Pelvic (ASIS) Width (PW): _________ cm 
 
 Calculations:  Pelvic Height, PH = ASIS - TR = ________ cm 
   Hip Height,  HH = TR + 0.21*PH = ________ cm 
 
 Positions for Flexion-Extension setup: 

Footrest Height, FH = BH – (HH+ASIS)/2 = ________ cm  
Dynamometer Height # = (HH+FH)*0.3927 – 32.739 = _______  

Positions for Ab-Adduction setup:  
Dynamometer Height # = HH*0.3927 – 26.849 = ________ 

  Belt Board Position # = 0.21* ASIS – 14.832 =  
  M-L Distance from ASIS to Hip Joint Center, MLH: 

________ 

      0.14 * PW  =      cm 
 
 Note Positions in spaces given (Steps 32 and 41).  
 
Obtain DXA Scans 
 
□ 3.  Escort subject to Human Integrative Physiology Laboratory (228 War Memorial) 

□ 4.  Have subject get in appropriate apparel (if needed) 

□ 5.  Perform pregnancy test for younger female subjects. 

□ 6.  Explain scanning process.  

□ 7.  Create patient file in system based on subject number. 

□ 9.  Obtain full body scan. 

□ 11.  Obtain right hip scan. 
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□ 12. Return to Norris Hall. 
 
ANKLE PROTOCOL 
□ 13.  Have subject remove shoes. 

□ 14.  Biodex positioning 
  Set Backrest Rotation to 
  Set dynamometer base at 

70 

  Adjust so knee angle is about 130° and hip angle is about 100°. 
17.5 

□ 15.  Set and record Range of Motion: Away = Plantarflexion 
      Toward = Dorsiflexion 

Biodex angles:   PF_____    DF_____ 
□ 16.  Find line between lateral epicondyle and lateral malleolus. Measure angle with  

angle finder. Set arm of ankle attachment to identical angle. 
Neutral joint angle from Biodex   

 
□ 17.  Passive motion. Set Biodex to passive, 5 deg/s. and turn up torque to about 100.  

Instruct subject: Remain relaxed. Concentrate on not flexing your ankle muscles.  
Collect 2 full cycles of motion: _____ 

□ 18.  Isometric Dorsiflexion exertions 
 Set Biodex to Isometric mode. Position foot: Neutral – 15°  = _________ 
 Set baseline torque in vi. 
 Set tank scaling: Manual; 33 N-m.   
Instruct subject: When I tell you, pull your toes up as hard as you can. Do not jerk, but 
increase force steadily to your maximum, hold for a couple seconds, and release. This 
indicator on the screen will show how hard you are pulling. Try to go as high as you can, 
and surpass the yellow line. 
 Switch to Collection Mode, collect trial. 
 Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Trial 5 
Collection #      
Max Torque      
 Repeat 3 times minimum, 5 times max, with 1 minute rest breaks in between. If 
max > previous trials, switch back to Realtime Mode to update tank scaling and continue 
on to next trial.  
 During breaks, set up foot blocks for Hip FE. 
□ 19.  Isometric Plantar flexion Exertions 

Position foot: smaller of Neutral + 26° or DF end of ROM = _________ 
 Set baseline torque in vi. 

Set tank scaling: Manual; 125 N-m.   
Instruct subject: When I tell you push your toes down as hard as you can. Do not jerk, but 
increase force steadily to your maximum, hold for a couple seconds, and release. This 
indicator on the screen will show how hard you are pulling. Try to go as high as you can, 
and surpass the yellow line. 
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Switch to Collection Mode, collect trial. Check if heel is coming off foot plate, 
and monitor straps during test. 
 
 Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Trial 5 
Collection #      
Max Torque      
 Repeat 3 times minimum, 5 times max, with 1 minute rest breaks in between. If 
max > previous trials, switch back to Realtime Mode to update tank scaling and continue 
on to next trial.  
□ 21.  Switch to Knee setup. 

 
KNEE PROTOCOL 
□ 22.  Change data filename in vi. Reset collection number. 

Data file name: 
        ↑subject # 

\knee      .txt  

□ 23. Biodex positioning 
  Set Seatback Angle to 
  Set seatback position so subject is all the way back when knee is flexed. 

70 

  Align axis of rotation with lateral femoral condyle. 
   If pad slides down leg when extending, move seat up or forward. 
   If pad slides up leg when extending, move seat down or back. 
  Place straps across lap and chest. 
□ 24.  Set and record Range of Motion: Away = Extended 
      Toward = Flexed 

Biodex angles:   KE_____    KF_____ 
 

□ 25.  Biodex angle at neutral joint position  = angle at full extension:  ____ 

□ 26.  Passive motion. Set Biodex to passive, 5 deg/s. and turn up torque to about 100.  
Instruct subject: Remain relaxed. Concentrate on not flexing your knee muscles.  

Collect 2 full cycles of motion: _____ 
□ 27.  Isometric Knee flexion Exertions 
 Set Biodex to Isometric mode. Position leg: Neutral – 30°  = _________ 
 Set baseline torque in vi. 
 Set tank scaling: Manual; 90 N-m.   
Instruct subject: When I tell you, try to bend your leg at the knee as hard as you can. Do 
not jerk, but increase force steadily to your maximum, hold for a couple seconds, and 
release. Try to go as high as you can, and surpass the yellow line. 
 Switch to Collection Mode, collect trial. 
 Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Trial 5 
Collection #      
Max Torque      
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 Repeat 3 times minimum, 5 times max, with 1 minute rest breaks in between. If 
max > previous trials, switch back to Realtime Mode to update tank scaling and continue 
on to next trial. 
 □ 28.  Isometric Knee Extension Exertions 
  Set Biodex to Isometric mode. Position leg: Neutral – 67°  = _________ 
 Set baseline torque in vi. 
 Set tank scaling: Manual; 180 N-m.   
Instruct subject: When I tell you, try to bend your leg at the knee as hard as you can. Do 
not jerk, but increase force steadily to your maximum, hold for a couple seconds, and 
release. Try to go as high as you can, and surpass the yellow line. 
 Switch to Collection Mode, collect trial. 
 Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Trial 5 
Collection #      
Max Torque      
 Repeat 3 times minimum, 5 times max, with 1 minute rest breaks in between. If 
max > previous trials, switch back to Realtime Mode to update tank scaling and continue 
on to next trial. 
 
□ 30.  Switch to Hip Flexion/Extension Setup. Have subject put shoes back on. 
 
HIP FLEXION/EXTENSION PROTOCOL 
□ 31.  Change data filename in vi. Reset collection number. 

   Data file name: 
                    ↑subject #  

\hipFE           .txt  

□ 32.  Set  Footrest Height = ________ cm ;  Dynamometer Height # =  _______  
Create support equivalent to footrest height. 
Put knee brace on subject. Strap onto rack. 

□ 33.  Set and record Range of Motion: Away = Back 
      Toward = Front 

Biodex angles:   HE_____    HF_____ 
□ 34.  Set right knee even with left knee; record neutral joint angle from Biodex:    

□ 35.  Passive motion. Set Biodex to passive, 5 deg/s. and turn up torque to about 150.  
Instruct subject: Remain relaxed. Concentrate on not flexing your muscles.  

Collect 2 full cycles of motion: _____ 
□ 36.  Isometric Hip Flexion Exertions 

Set Biodex to Isometric mode.  
Position leg: Neutral – 15° or HE end of ROM = _________ 
Set tank scaling: Manual; 125 N-m.   
Set baseline torque in vi. 

Instruct subject: When I tell you, try to pull your leg forward/up as hard as you can. Do 
not jerk, but increase force steadily to your maximum, hold for a couple seconds, and 
release. Try to go as high as you can, and surpass the yellow line. 
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 Switch to Collection Mode, collect trial. 
 
 
 Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Trial 5 
Collection #      
Max Torque      
 Repeat 3 times minimum, 5 times max, with 1 minute rest breaks in between. If 
max > previous trials, switch back to Realtime Mode to update tank scaling and continue 
on to next trial. 
□ 37.  Isometric Hip Extension Exertions  

Position leg: Neutral + 68° or HF end of ROM = _________ 
Set tank scaling: Manual; 190 N-m.   
Set baseline torque in vi. 

Instruct subject: When I tell you, try to pull your leg down/back as hard as you can. Do 
not jerk, but increase force steadily to your maximum, hold for a couple seconds, and 
release. Try to go as high as you can, and surpass the yellow line. 
 Switch to Collection Mode, collect trial. 
 Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Trial 5 
Collection #      
Max Torque      
 Repeat 3 times minimum, 5 times max, with 1 minute rest breaks in between. If 
max > previous trials, switch back to Realtime Mode to update tank scaling and continue 
on to next trial. 
 Whenever paused, place support under the right foot. 

 
□ 39.  Switch to Hip Abduction/Adduction. 
 
HIP ABDUCTION/ADDUCTION PROTOCOL 
□ 40.  Change data filename in vi. Reset collection number. 

   Data file name: 
           ↑subject #  

\hipAA         .txt   

□ 41.  Set  Board height ________ ; 
Dynamometer Height # =  _______  

 M-L ASIS distance _______.  
Strap in; adjust straps to approx M-L distance. 

□ 42.  Set and record Range of Motion: Away = Out 
      Toward = In = Neutral 

Biodex angles:   ABduct_____    ADduct_____ 
□ 43.  Passive motion. Set Biodex to passive, 5 deg/s. and turn up torque to about 150.  

Instruct subject: Remain relaxed. Concentrate on not flexing your muscles.  
Collect 2 full cycles of motion: _____ 

□ 44.  Isometric Hip Abduction Exertions 
Set Biodex to Isometric mode. Position leg: ADDuct end 
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Set tank scaling: Manual; 80 N-m.   
Set baseline torque in vi. 

Instruct subject: When I tell you, try to pull your leg out to the right as hard as you can. 
Do not jerk, but increase force steadily to your maximum, hold for a couple seconds, and 
release. Try to go as high as you can, and surpass the yellow line. 
 Switch to Collection Mode, collect trial. 
 Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Trial 5 
Collection #      
Max Torque      
 Repeat 3 times minimum, 5 times max, with 1 minute rest breaks in between. If 
max > previous trials, switch back to Realtime Mode to update tank scaling and continue 
on to next trial. 
 
□ 45.  Isometric Hip Adduction Exertions 

Set Biodex to Isometric mode. Position leg: ABDuct end 
Set tank scaling: Manual; 160 N-m.   
Set baseline torque in vi. 

Instruct subject: When I tell you, try to pull your leg in as hard as you can. Do not jerk, 
but increase force steadily to your maximum, hold for a couple seconds, and release. Try 
to go as high as you can, and surpass the yellow line. 
 Switch to Collection Mode, collect trial. 
 Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Trial 5 
Collection #      
Max Torque      
 Repeat 3 times minimum, 5 times max, with 1 minute rest breaks in between. If 
max > previous trials, switch back to Realtime Mode to update tank scaling and continue 
on to next trial. 
 Whenever paused, place support under the right foot. 
 
 
□ 46.  Record end time:      

□ 4.  Have subject change out of lab clothes. 

□ 49.  Thank subject, pay them, see them out. 

□ 50. Transfer Biodex files to network drive. Save DXA files to network drive. 

□ 51.  Turn off Biodex;  Remove HipAA boards; unplug and stow cord and cable guard. 
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Appendix D - Additional Model Information 
 

Musculoskeletal Models 
 
 Musculoskeletal models were used for inverse dynamics in Study 1, and to determine 

muscle and joint reaction forces in Study 2 (Figure D.1). The models for Study 2 were subsets of 

the Study 1 models, with individualized muscle models defined. All joints in the models were 

defined as ball joints, allowing three independent axes of rotation. This allowed the models to 

more closely follow marker position data when performing inverse kinematics. The positions of 

joint centers in the models were determined by functional methods. For example, fitting thigh 

marker motions to spheres centered in the pelvic coordinate system provides the functional 

center of the hip joint in the pelvic system (Hicks and Richards 2005; Piazza et al. 2004; Piazza 

et al. 2001). This approach provides improved results over anthropometric estimates when a 

special calibration trial is performed (Hicks and Richards 2005; Piazza et al. 2004). A separate 

trial was performed prior to gait testing in which each participant moved each joint through its 

range of motion. A custom program was created in Matlab (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, 

Massachusetts, USA), which used the algorithm of Piazza et al. (2004) to determine joint center 

locations using marker data from this trial. 
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Figure D.1: Examples of the models used for inverse dynamics in Study 1 (left) and static 
optimization in Study 2 (right). 

 

When performing static optimization, the muscles were not capable of stabilizing the 

abduction/adduction and rotation degrees of freedom in the knee, or the inversion/eversion and 

rotation degrees of freedom in the ankle. However, locking these degrees of freedom during 

static optimization sometimes resulted in undesirable errors in the kinematics, and hence errors 

in estimated muscle forces. To address this issue, generalized force actuators were added to the 

model for these degrees of freedom. In OpenSim, generalized force actuators can be created to 

actuate either translational or rotational degrees of freedom. Thus, these actuators applied torques 

to these degrees of freedom, stabilizing the model during static optimization.  

To determine hip joint reaction forces during gait, additional degrees of freedom and 

generalized forces were added to the model. Specifically, translational degrees of freedom were 

added to the hip joint, thus allowing the femur to translate with respect to the pelvis. Generalized 

force actuators were created for these degrees of freedom. The translation of the femur relative to 
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the pelvis was set to zero in the kinematics file, effectively constraining the hip to its three 

rotational degrees of freedom. The forces applied by the generalized force actuators to keep the 

hip in place were the hip joint reaction forces in global coordinates, and were determined during 

static optimization. 

Maximum Isometric Muscle Force Estimates 
 
 Individualized maximum isometric muscle forces for the musculoskeletal models were 

based on isometric joint torques measured using a Biodex System 3 dynamometer. Participants 

performed maximum voluntary exertions for ankle plantar flexion and dorsiflexion, knee flexion 

and extension, and hip flexion, extension, abduction and adduction. For each torque 

measurement, the musculoskeletal model was set in the testing position, and moment arms and 

force-length factors determined for each muscle. From this information, the joint torque 

produced by the model could be estimated as:   

∑
=

=
43

1m
mmm FLMAFTorque  

where F is maximum isometric torque, MA is moment arm, and FL is the force-length factor. 

The resulting torque values were compared to measured torques, and the maximum isometric 

forces adjusted based on the error. Because many muscles contributed to more than one 

measured torque, maximum isometric forces were adjusted iteratively. The initial values for the 

maximum isometric muscle forces in the process were based on physiological cross-sectional 

area information (Brand et al. 1986; Klein Horsman et al. 2007) multiplied by a maximum 

muscle stress of 1 MPa. While the magnitude of these initial forces was relatively large (Table 

D.1), this was not of great concern as the primary purpose of the initial values was to provide 

relative sizes of muscle forces, and the magnitudes would be adjusted. 
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Using the measured joint torques directly to estimate muscle forces in the manner 

described resulted in musculoskeletal models that were in some cases too weak to produce the 

required forces during gait. There are thought to be two primary reasons for this. First, errors in 

joint torque measurements may have underestimated maximum voluntary torques in some cases. 

Secondly, the process as described does not account for the fact that the musculoskeletal system 

must act to stabilize the joint as well as producing a maximum torque. This was a particular 

problem in the hip where, for example, muscles could be strong enough to produce a peak hip 

extension torque, but not simultaneously stabilize the hip in the abduction/adduction direction. 

To produce models that had the required strength, measured joint torques were multiplied by the 

following factors prior to being used in muscle force determination: 1.5 for dorsiflexion, plantar 

flexion, knee flexion and knee extension, 1.8 for hip flexion and hip extension, and 2.1 for hip 

abduction and adduction.  

 The individualized maximum isometric muscle forces determined for the models 

compared relatively well (Table D.1) with the maximum isometric muscle forces present 

originally in the musculoskeletal model (Delp et al. 1990). This seems indicate that the 

increasing the measured joint torques as described did not result in the models having excessive 

strength. A two-way mixed-model ANOVA examining average maximum isometric muscle 

forces normalized by body weight showed muscle forces were lower in older adults (p = 0.0465) 

and, not surprisingly, varied between muscles (p < 0.001). Individual muscles that showed 

significant age differences in independent t-tests are indicated in Table D.1.  
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Table D.1: Maximum isometric muscle forces in the musculoskeletal model. Initial indicates 
initial values for force estimation process. Mean (standard deviation) values are given for young 
and older adults in terms of force (N) and percent body weight (%BW). Original provides values 
from original OpenSim model for comparison. Forces that are significantly greater in young 
adults (p < 0.05) are displayed in bold.   

Muscle Initial (N) Older (N) Young (N)  Original (N) Older  (%BW) Young (%BW)  
Add. Brevis 968 298 (58) 508 (232) 429 43.9 (7.3) 78.8 (30.0) 
Add. Longus 1647 610 (101) 999 (409) 627 90.0 (11.6) 154.6 (50.6) 

Add. Magnus 1 1679.25 480 (119) 849 (412) 381 70.8 (15.7) 131.9 (54.3) 
Add. Magnus 2 1469.25 387 (106) 678 (342) 343 57.2 (14.2) 105.4 (45.7) 
Add. Magnus 3 1431 395 (121) 707 (367) 488 58.3 (16.1) 110.1 (49.4) 
Bic. Fem. (LH) 2791.25 755 (219) 1230 (569) 896 111.5 (29.3) 192.0 (75.7) 
Bic. Fem. (SH) 1099.5 217 (51) 284 (99) 804 31.8 (5.7) 44.5 (12.6) 
Ext. Dig. Long. 1011.25 308 (79) 351 (61) 512 45.2 (8.8) 56.0 (10.5) 
Ext. Hall. Long. 666 203 (52) 231 (40) 162 29.8 (5.8) 36.9 (6.9) 
Flex. Dig. Long. 794.25 216 (68) 257 (95) 310 32.1 (10.5) 40.4 (12.7) 
Flex. Hall. Long. 2127.75 580 (183) 688 (255) 322 86.1 (28.1) 108.3 (34.0) 

Gemellus 525 198 (44) 373 (189) 164 29.2 (6.1) 57.8 (25.1) 
Glut. Maximus 1 1636 572 (159) 968 (458) 573 84.4 (21.3) 150.8 (60.6) 
Glut. Maximus 2 2345.5 847 (298) 1572 (840) 819 125.2 (41.4) 245.2 (114.3) 
Glut. Maximus 3 1644.75 469 (142) 843 (439) 552 69.2 (19.3) 131.3 (59.3) 
Glut. Medius 1 2311.75 763 (176) 1091 (406) 819 112.3 (20.9) 169.4 (48.7) 
Glut. Medius 2 1664.75 558 (126) 831 (325) 573 82.2 (15.3) 129.3 (40.1) 
Glut. Medius 3 1898.75 649 (157) 1030 (446) 653 95.7 (20.1) 160.3 (57.3) 

Glut. Minimus 1 782.5 258 (60) 369 (137) 270 38.0 (7.1) 57.3 (16.5) 
Glut. Minimus 2 764 252 (58) 360 (134) 285 37.1 (6.9) 56.0 (16.1) 
Glut. Minimus 3 817.5 271 (62) 389 (144) 323 39.9 (7.4) 60.5 (17.3) 

Gracilis 343.25 92 (23) 153 (69) 162 13.5 (2.9) 23.8 (9.0) 
Iliacus 1942.75 1045 (182) 1746 (692) 1073 154.2 (20.3) 270.7 (84.5) 

Lat. Gastroc. 2035 500 (127) 610 (216) 683 74.0 (18.5) 95.9 (28.3) 
Med. Gastroc. 4370 1077 (276) 1313 (466) 1558 159.5 (40.2) 206.3 (61.0) 

Pectineus 604.5 242 (39) 397 (162) 266 35.7 (4.5) 61.5 (20.1) 
Peroneus Brevis 1599.5 436 (138) 517 (191) 435 64.7 (21.1) 81.4 (25.5) 
Peroneus Longus 2402 654 (207) 777 (287) 943 97.2 (31.7) 122.3 (38.4) 
Peroneus Tertius 422 129 (33) 147 (25) 180 18.9 (3.7) 23.4 (4.4) 

Piriformis 1073 368 (91) 592 (262) 444 54.3 (11.8) 92.1 (33.8) 
Psoas Major 1579.25 854 (150) 1426 (566) 1113 125.9 (16.7) 221.2 (69.1) 

Quad. Femoris 1112.25 379 (94) 691 (336) 381 55.9 (12.5) 107.4 (44.3) 
Rect. Femorus 3378.25 1576 (348) 2438 (889) 1169 231.7 (38.0) 378.0 (104.3) 

Sartorius 554.5 245 (42) 369 (137) 156 36.1 (4.7) 57.2 (16.3) 
Semimem. 4270 1142 (329) 1834 (837) 1288 168.6 (43.6) 286.4 (111.3) 
Semitend. 1009.75 263 (73) 429 (200) 410 38.8 (9.5) 67.0 (26.5) 

Soleus 15294 4166 (1316) 4948 (1830) 3549 619.0 (202.1) 778.4 (244.3) 
Tens. Fasc. Latae 674.75 281 (56) 423 (158) 233 41.5 (6.5) 65.7 (18.9) 
Tibialis Anterior 2287.25 697 (178) 795 (137) 905 102.3 (19.9) 126.8 (23.8) 
Tibialis Posterior 3480.25 948 (299) 1126 (416) 1588 140.9 (46.0) 177.1 (55.6) 
Vastus Intermed. 5630.25 1699 (688) 2599 (977) 1365 247.1 (83.6) 403.1 (116.3) 
Vastus Lateralis 7458.5 2250 (912) 3443 (1294) 1871 327.3 (110.7) 534.0 (154.0) 
Vastus Medialis 4700.5 1418 (575) 2170 (815) 1294 206.3 (69.8) 336.6 (97.1) 
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Convergence Check 
 

The VAKHUM project (Van Sint Jan 2008) has six levels of mesh refinement (Table 

D.2) available for the femur model. To select the refinement to use, all six were tested under a 

simple loading condition, and the results compared. The loading condition was a hip joint contact 

force of 711 N posteriorly, 2700 N downward and 702 N laterally. Maximum deflections, which 

occurred at the top of the femoral head, were determined and error estimated for each mesh 

refinement. In order to estimate error, an estimate of the true deflection was made by comparing 

the calculated deflections to the characteristic element size, h, of each mesh (Cook et al. 2002). 

Characteristic element size was taken as the inverse of the cube root of the number of elements. 

Because hexahedral elements were used, this value is proportional to the average length of 

element edges in each mesh. A linear least-squares fit was found (Figure D.2), and the intercept 

of the best fit line, 76.909 mm, was taken as the true deflection.  

 

Table D.2: Information on the different refinements of the femur model available from the 
VAKHUM project and results of convergence testing. 

Refinement 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Nodes 6941 9294 13740 20279 44502 115835 

Elements 5884 7934 11842 17696 39443 104945 
Materials 194 201 208 217 249 286 

Maximum Deflection 
(mm) 79.58 79.24 79.20 77.29 78.82 77.92 

Characteristic 
element size, h 0.0554 0.0501 0.0439 0.0384 0.0294 0.0212 

Estimated Error (%) 3.47 3.03 2.98 0.50 2.48 1.31 
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y = 44.458x + 76.909
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Figure D.2: Linear least-squares best fit of maximum deflection to characteristic element 
size. The intercept of the best fit equation was used as true deflection for error 
calculations. 
 

Estimated error (Table D.2) was lowest for Refinement 4 by far, and Refinement 4 was 

chosen for use. In fact, Refinement 4 appeared to be somewhat of an outlier as compared to the 

other meshes. However, even if it was excluded from the linear fit, it still had the smallest 

estimated error. Increasing mesh refinement tended to stiffen the bone, reducing maximum 

deflection. More typically, mesh refinement “softens” a structure, leading to greater deflections. 

A possible explanation for this is that the more refined meshes represent the material non-

homogeneity better, creating a more realistic and stiffer “cortical shell”. In the course of the 

convergence check, it was also determined that full integration should be used, as using reduced 

integration “softened” the bone significantly and led to larger errors in deflection.  

Finite Element Model Loading and Boundary Conditions 
 

Loading and boundary conditions of the finite element models in Study 2 included hip 

contact forces applied as pressures, muscle forces applied as concentrated forces, and fixed zero-

displacement boundary conditions at the knee (Figure D.3). Note that in Abaqus, a concentrated  
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force is a linear force that is applied directly to one or 

more points or nodes. Pressure forces were used 

instead of concentrated forces at the hip because the 

direction of concentrated forces remained in the 

direction of the global coordinate system despite the 

deflection of the femoral head. The result of this was 

excessive deflection of the femoral head. Pressure 

loads by definition act normal to the surface they are 

applied to. Three “blocks” were created on the 

acetabulum part to create surfaces for easier 

application of the pressure loads. By using pressure 

loads and turning on nonlinear geometry in the solver, 

the hip contact forces followed the rotation of the 

femoral head. This gave more realistic results and 

reduced deflection of the femoral head by about 23%.  

Muscle forces were applied as concentrated forces distributed across multiple nodes. All 

muscle forces were evenly distributed across eight nodes, except for the iliopsoas and gluteus 

maximus 2/iliotibal band forces, which were applied to 20 nodes due to their greater magnitudes. 

The locations of the muscle forces were determined by finding the nodes geometrically nearest to 

the attachment point of the muscle in the musculoskeletal model. This was felt to be appropriate, 

because it most accurately modeled the application of the forces as calculated by static 

optimization. Although this was a simplification anatomically speaking, it has been shown that 

  
Figure D.3: Finite element model for 
Study 2, from antero-medial (left) and 
postero-lateral (right) directions. Hip 
joint contact forces were applied as 
pressure loads on the acetabulum part. 
Light grey arrows indicate applied 
muscle forces, and dark grey at the 
distal femur indicates fixed boundary 
conditions.  
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the application of concentrated loads at the centroids of muscle attachment areas can provide a 

reasonable estimate of physiological strains in the femur (Polgar et al. 2003). 

In Study 3 the boundary conditions were reversed from Study 

2, with fixed boundary conditions at the hip and loading applied at the 

knee. It was desired to fix the femoral head to better determine the 

effects of muscle forces on strains in the proximal femur while 

maintaining an equivalent state of strain under baseline loading 

conditions. In order to more simply carry out this change, an 

additional part was added to the model at the distal femur (Figure 

D.4), allowing application of the knee conditions to a limited number 

of nodes. The model was first solved in the original way, with pressure 

loads at the femoral head and fixed zero-displacement boundary 

conditions at the knee. The displacements at the femoral head and 

reaction forces at the knee thus determined were then applied to the 

model as boundary conditions for Study 3.   
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